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Background to the research

This supplementary report forms part of the research for the asylum law project
conducted in 1996-97 by JUSTICE and ILPA (lmmigration Law Practitionefs'
Association) and supported by the Asylum Rights Campaign. The main report from that
project, Providing protect¡on: towards fair and effective asylum procedul'es, critically
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principles which should underlie a fair and effective process' Other supplementary
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. Article 3 ECHR and UNCAT and humanitarian protection in selected count es,
supplementary report 1

. Asylum determination in Canada, supplementary report 2

. Asylum determination in the Netherlands, supplementary report 3

. Asylum determination in Australia, supplementary report 5

The research in Providing protect¡on and the supplementary reports was based on
sources available in the UK, and on information collected by researchers during visíts to
the Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Hungary, Poland, Canada and Australia during 1996
and 1997. Additional material from other states was provided by refugee agencies and
lawyers working ¡n those countr¡es. The supplementary reports were revised in August
1007
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JUSTICE (tel: +44 171 329 51O0; fax: +44 171 329 5055; email:
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ASYLUM DETERMINATION IN GERMANY

1. AIMS OF THE RESEARCH

The purpose of the research visit to Germany, conducted on g-1 1 September 1996,
was to learn more about the practical operation of certain features of the German
asylum law system, Some of these features are not seen ¡n other European countries,
or operate in a different way, because of Germany's unique const¡tutional framework
and its position as recipient of the highest number of asylum applications in the region
by far. As numbers of applicat¡ons rise in other European states, including the UK, the
problems and possibilities presented by the rules in Germany should be addressed,

Four aspects of the German law and processes were examined in detail.
These included three spec¡al provisions which remove certain categories of claims from
the mainstream determination process. They are:
(1) the rules denying access to the asylum process for some categor¡es of applicants
(including signif icantly those coming f rom saf e th¡rd countries);
(2) the accelerated procedure for dealing with claims deemed to be manifestly
unfounded;and
{3) the "airport procedures" for certain applicants arriving in Germany by air;

(4) The fourth feature of ¡nterest was the law creating special categories of protection
for certain people who are not enl¡tled to full refugee status, but who cannot lawfully
be expelled, including:
(a) those threatened with refoulemenf, who may be given individual protection based
on the threat of political persecution under 551(1) of the Aliens Act; and
(b) people at r¡sk of torture or other severe human rights v¡olat¡ons who may receive a
"humanitarian" protection against removal under 953 of the Al¡ens Act.

The research consisted of meetings between the writer of this report and a group of
representatives of the Federal Ministry of the lnterior in Bonn; a judge of the
Administrative Court of Land Hessen in Frankfurt; and a director of one of the main
non-governme ntal agencies involved w¡th refugee and asylum law. ln addit¡on, the
researcher spoke with lawyers and advisers who represent or assist asylum applicants
in various legal or welfare-related roles. The wr¡ter acknowledges the assistance of
these people w¡th the research.

2. EACKGROUND TO THE GERMAN SYSTEM

2.1 Legal f ramework
Asylum in Germany is chiefly governed by three laws: 516a of the Constitution (the
Basic Law, Grundgesetz)l the Asylum Procedure Act 1991 lAsylverfahrensgesetz:
"AsylvfG ") and the Aliens Act 1991 lAusländergesetz: "Ausl").

Responsibility for determining asylum claims rests with the Federal Office for the
Recognition of Foreign Refugees lBundesamt fuer Anerkennung der ausländischer
Fluechtlinge: "BAFI'), an autonomous government agency reporting to the Federal
Mìnistry of the lnter¡or. The BAFI decision-makers are federal civil servants with
statutorily enshrined decisional freedoml. Border guards lGrenzschutzpolizei) do not

'Glenn{1992) par 66
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have power to take any substantive decision in the asylum process. However they are
authorised to refuse entry to Germany to some categor¡es of people without valid visas
(see below), or to refuse access to the asylum process at the border. Land or
provincial administrative courts have lurisdiction to hear appeals against negat¡ve BAFI
decisions based on errors of law or fact. Appeal r¡ghts in asylum cases are subject to a
range of qualifications. ln most cases, the lodging of an appeal suspends execut¡on of a
removal order, except where a claim is found to be "manifestly unfounded" (See
section 5 and 6).

2.2 Applications
Germany has consistently received more asylum applications by far than any other
European country since at least 1983. ln 1992, it received over 43O,0O0 applications, a
f igure which has since f allen to just below 130,00O in 1 995, but which is still
significantly higher than any other state in the regionz. According to lnterior Ministry
f igures, in 1 996, it received 1 49,1 93 claims f or protection, including 1 1 6,367 new
applications.

Unique among European countries, Germany's Const¡tution contains an express right to
asylum for persons "persecuted on political grounds". This basic right was unqualified
until 1 993, when constitutional amendments came into effect and limited its applicat¡on
for certain categor¡es of applicants.

lnterior M¡nistry staff explained that prior to the amendments, the Constitut¡on required
the State to give every asylum seeker a preliminary r¡ght to stay in the country while his
or her application was pending, and to feed and accommodate h¡m or her, lt was also
¡nterpreted to mean that everyone had a right to a comprehensive exam¡nat¡on of his or
her claim, including a right to pursue appeals, even if the ¡n¡tial decision suggested no
chance of success. According to the lnter¡or Ministry, "thus asylum law increasingly
became a floodgate for uncontrolled immigration"3.

The 1 993 const¡tutional changes, together with other legislative amendments relating to
asylum procedures and entitlements, are seen by the Government and others as a
signif¡cant factor contributing to the drop in asylum applications ¡n subsequent years.
According to the lnterior Ministry, 474,835 people applied for political asylum in the
year preceding the amendments (1 July 1992-30 June 1993). This decreased by
313,533 persons to 161,302 for the year to 3O June 1994, ie a reduction of 66Vo.a

The legality of three aspects of the changes (the principle of the "safe third state"; the
"sale country of origin" rule, and the "a¡rport rule") was challenged before the Federal
Constitut¡onal Court in a case heard in 1995. ln May 1996 the Court ruled that all were
valid under German law, and lhat the provisions should remain in force. Some

2 Miqration News Sheet (March 1996), quoting the Secretar¡at of the lnter-governmental
consultation on Asylum, Refugee and M¡gration Polic¡es in Europe, North America ând Australia
("lGC"), Geneva {1995) Summarv description of asvlum procedures in states in Eurooe, North
Amer¡ca and Austral¡a

3 Federal Ministry of the lnterior ("lnterior Ministry"), Asvlum Procedure Act (lnter Nationes,
Bonn. 1994) lntroduction 11

a lnterior Ministry (1994) 1 1
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implications of this decision are discussed in relevant sections of the report below.

2.3 Grants of protection
ln brief, three main forms of protection are available for asylum seekers under German
law. These are:
(a) Polit¡cal asylum under 516a(1)of the Constitution;
(b) Protection against deportation under 951(1) of the Al¡ens Law, based on the risk of
political persecution (equivalent to the nonrcfoulement obligation under art 33 of the
Refugee Convention) lsee section 7)
(c) lndividual suspension of deportation under S53 of the Aliens Law (available to those
threatened inter alia with torture or rights violation contrary to the ECHR). lsee section
8)

ln 1994, Germany recognised 25,578 people as ent¡tled to asylum under the
Constitution 17.3o/o of all applications decided). ln 1995, the acceptance figure was
16,262 (8.5o/ol. For the first half of 1 996, 8,427 (7.5Yol were successful in gaining
asylum under 916a Constitut¡on.5 Comparative statistics, including 1995 and Jan-June
1 996 figures for the other forms of protected status, are set out at annex 1.

ln addition to the categories mentioned above, there are special provisions for
temporary protection of war and civil war refugees {532a Aliens Act); and for the
suspension of deportation of certain groups (554 AIiens Act). These depend on specific
declarations by government, and are used in limited cases. The group protect¡on
mechanism was used in one case to suspend the expulsion of Kurds to Turkey in 1994-
95, but the suspension was revoked in March 1995.

Many people who are not granted any of the above forms of status nevertheless remain
in Germany under toleration or Duldung, which is described as a "non-status" by
asylum lawyers. The rights available to "tolerated" people are extremely limited or non-
ex¡stent. These people include those who cannot be deported for practical reasons, eg
they have no travel documents, or there are no flights available to their countr¡es of
origin.

ASYLUM PROCEDURES

3. STANDARD DETERMINATION PROCEDURE
Apart from the special provisions discussed ¡n sections 4-6 below, the standard asylum
procedure is as f ollows,

3.1 C¡aim
No application for asylum in Germany may be made from abroad. People with¡n
Germany who seek protection must apply personally at a competent branch office of
the BAF|.6 Those without visas or other valid entry documents may apply for asylum at
the border.T Unless the person falls into one of the excluded or accelerated process

s For comparative statistics, including figures for other statuses, see annex 1

6 
1 4(1 ) Asylvf G

?E 13(3), 518 Asvlvf G



categories (see sections 4, 5 and 6 below), the border police must refer him or her to
the appropr¡ate refugee reception centre.s Reception centres are set up and mainta¡ned
by the provinces or Länder. People in the country who entered ¡llegally must
"immediately" report to a reception centre or request asylum directly at the aliens
authority or at the policee, who will refer them to a centre.lo At the reception centre,
the applicant's personal details are registered and fingerprints and photographs are
taken. He or she must then appear in person to f¡le the asylum applicat¡on at the BAFI
branch office assigned to that reception centre.1l

An asylum application ¡s deemed to have been made if "it can be drawn from the alien's
written, oral or otherwised expressed desire that [she or] he is seeking, on the Federal
Territory, protect¡on from political persecution" or refoulementl2. Any application for
asylum is also deemed to be an application for individual temporary protect¡on from
refoulement under 5 51 (1 ) of the Aliens Act or from the threat of rights violation under
653. These may be available if asylum is refused (see sections 7,8).

ln the application, the applicant must give some indication or explanation that she or he
is seeking protection from political persecution. lf the explanation is not found to reveal
a fear of persecut¡on, the application may be deemed inadmissible. This will occur if the
reasons ¡n the application show thal the appl¡cant "misunderstood" the grounds for
claiming asylum, and should have applied under general immigration laws.

During the standard procedure, asylum seekers are given special permission to reside in
Germany (Aufenthaltsgestattung), but they are not free to choose particular Land or
place to live. lnstead, asylum applicants must reside for at least 6 weeks and up to 3
months ¡n the reception centre assigned to them.r3 Applicants are not generally
deta¡ned, but they must remain in one district during the application process, and seek
special permission if they wish to leave even for a short t¡me. A central distr¡buting
agency in Nuremberg, which is run by the Ministry of lnterior, designates the Land and
reception centre which is responsible for receiving an applicant.ta This is not necessarily
the reception centre which is closest to the appl¡cant's point Ìrf entry, or the one which
initially registered him or her. The designation is made according to specified admission
quotas for each Land, which lix the proportion of the total asylum applicants in
Germany which each must receive, According to the lnterior Min¡stry, the aim is to
spread the applications around the country, having regard to local populations and the
capacity of each BAFI offrce to deal with applicant numbers. The largest proport¡on
122.4%l goes to North Rhine-Westphalia, followed by Bavaria (14olo) and Baden-

I 918(1) Asylvf G

e513(3) AsylvfG

ro 
S 19{1) Asylvf G

1r 514(1 ) AsylvfG

l'z 513 Asylvf G

13547(1) Asylvf G

r4 546(2) Asylvf G



Wuerttemberg 11 2.2%1.1 5

Applicants may receive basic subsistence during the determination process, if unable to
provide for themselves. Ass¡stance is given mainly in kind, in the form of
accommodation, food, limited medical care and clothes donat¡ons, if needed and
available. Asylum seekers may also receive a nominal cash allowance.l6 Applicants may
not work while living in the reception centre. After that period, she or he may apply for
a work permit for a specific job, which she or he may only take if it has been offered
previously to a German or EU State national.rT ln practice, it is sa¡d that this makes it
virtually impossible for asylum seekers to work.

3.2 Primary decision
Before determining an application, the BAFI is required to hear the applicant
personally.rs Attempts are made to hold the interview at the time the applicat¡on is
filed, if the applicant is living in a reception centre.ls An interview may be dispensed
with in some cases if the BAFI decides to grant asylum2o, or if the applicant fa¡ls to
attend the hearing with a valid excuse.2rThe personal interview is conducted by a BAFI
officer who frequently (but not always) also makes the decision.22 The Interview is not
held in public, but representatives of UNHCR, the Federal government, the Länder or the
Special Commissioner for Refugee Matters at the Council of Europe may attend, or
others with permission from the BAFI head or deputy.23 lf required, an interpreter will
assist at the interview. The BAFI provides a state-funded interpreter's services free of
charge to the applicant. He or she may choose to br¡ng and pay for his or her own
interpreter, but that person may only observe and monitor the official translation; she
or he may not ¡ntervene.

According to the lnterior Ministry, the applicant receives an explanation of the process
and is told the signifrcance of the interview, However others who have worked
extensively with applicants, said that this information in many cases is not given at all,
or given clearly in others. Applicants âre not informed about the interview's purpose or

15 545 Asylvfc. Under this paragraph, the quotas may be set by agreement between
the Länder.

16 The amount is DMSO per month: $ 1, Asylbewerberleistungsgesetz

'7 519, Ar be itsförd e ru ng sges etz

18 E2411l AsytvfG.

's 925(4) AsylvfG

'o E2411l Asylvf G

" Ê2514), (5) Asytvf G

22 ln particular, as attempts have been made to clear the large backlog of applications
made in and after 1992, many decisions were made by delegated officers who did not
interview applicants themselves.

'?3 5 25 (6) AsylvfG.
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their rights or obligations both during the hearing and pending the dec¡sion. Few
applicants, ¡t was said, can truly understand the nature of the process from a BAFI
explanation alone.2a

ln the interview, the applicant is required to "explain the facts underlying his fear of
persecution and provide the necessary details",25 The legislation prescribes a l¡st of
what "necessary details" include, covering information about the applicant's past
residence, travel dates and places, visits to other states and "information on whether a
procedure" for claiming refugee status has previously been initiated in Germany or
elsewhere. lf such facts are adduced later, they may be left out of account if
considering them would delay the decision.26 The BAFI may also ask questions relating
to the applicat¡on. At the end of the hearing, the BAFI officer's record of interview is
read (and if necessary translated) back to the applicant, who must sign it if she or he
agrees w¡th its contenl. The length of the interview will depend on the complexity of
the case.

An applicant at the primary stage is free to consult a legal adviser, and to have him or
her present at the interv¡ew. However in practice, very few applicants are represented
at or receive legal advice before the primary decision. ln general, the BAFI provides no
information about where or how to seek assistance. Minimal legal aid to cover costs of
advice may be available in some Länder only27 to applicants without resources, if they
can lodge an application through the local civil court' However even with legal aid,
there are relatively few willing practitioners w¡th the knowledge required to assist
asylum seekers. This is partly because of the low or non-ex¡stent remuneration it br¡ngs
for what can be very complex work. High levels of stress and low success rates also
make if unattractive. ln practice, some counselling is offered by welfare or church-
asslsted bodies or committed individual lawyers. However this help is realistically
available to only a tiny proport¡on of applicants.

The init¡al determ¡nation is made by a single officer who in reaching it ¡s not bound by
any official instruct¡ons, according to the lnter¡or Ministry. Decision-makers are not
lawyers, but they are said to be traìned in the statutory bases of the asylum procedure
law. The lnterior Ministry notes that some have geographical specialisations which
equìps them to deal with appl¡cants from particular countries. BAFI officers have access
to an extens¡ve collection of information resource material centrally held at BAFI

headquarters in Nuremberg. lt includes German Foreign Office matter on countr¡es of
origin, NGO reports, academic and legal .iournals and newspapers and electronic
information. Specific items may be faxed or sent expeditiously to regional BAFI offices
on req uest,

3.3 Review

2o This was even more extreme in the airport procedure, where most applicants are tired
and often under great pressure, ln that process, they also have less scope to obtain
independent adv¡ce or information. (see sections 6.1, 6'3' 6.6)

'?sE 25{1) Asylvf G

26 82512) Asylvf G

27 Not for example in Bremen or Hamburg



ln the normal procedure, a refused applicant has a right of appeal to the Administrative
Court. Unlike in the special processes described below, lodging an appeal in the
standard procedure will prevent removal in normal circumstances.

An applicant may apply to the court for legal aid to cover the cost of representation
during the appeal. lt is granted only to indigent applicants in cases where the court
considers the appeal is likely to succeed. ln addition, the legal aid request is considered
only when the substantive application is heard. This means the appellant must f¡nd
means to pay legal fees in advance, and may receive reimbursement after the case if
she or he wins.

The grounds of appeal may raise questions of fact or interpretation of the law. The
appellant may rely on arguments additional to those put to the BAFI. However it is
acknowledged that it may be problematic for a lawyer or applicant to place new
evidentiary material or facts before the court. lt may raise questions as to plausibility,
including why the arguments were not put to the primary decision-maker.

The court may go beyond the mater¡al put to it by the parties, and conduct its own
invest¡gat¡on of the case. Courts have power to request input or opinions from UNHCR,
and each court has its own resource library with documentation on source countries
and other relevant data, That material is disclosed to the appellant where it is used.
Some judges or court chambers can become specialists in hearing applicants from
certain countries.

Appeal decisions are made on the basis of the facts and law at the time the last
decision was takenz8. The court may deal with the matter without an oral hearing if it is
considered that the case raises no real legal or factual difficulties, and decide it on the
papers alone.2s ln pract¡ce, this written process is used in a large proportion of asylum
appeals. The result is that the primary record of interview will carry significant weight
w¡th the court when it considers factual questions.

lf the administrative court rejects the appeal, a further appeal (on facts and law) may be
pursued with leave before the Higher Administrative Court. Leave is usually given only
where the appeal decision goes against higher precedent or raises an issue o.f

fundamental ¡mportance, or where serious procedural irregularities are alleged. lf the
Higher Court refuses leave, an unsuccessful appellant may seek review from the
Federal Administrat¡ve Court, based on a question of law only. Once again, leave is

given only in l¡mited circumstances where fundamental issues or serious irregularities
are in question. After exhausting these avenues, the applicant may in some cases
lodge a constitutional complaint with the Federal Const¡tutional Court'

This standard procedure is used for the majority of applications. However since the
1 993 changes, the general procedure has been modified or ruled out for many others.
Several categor¡es of appl¡cations are diverted from this mainstream procedure, and

either excluded from the applicat¡on process altogether lsee section 4/ or placed in an

accelerated stream (see section 5) or the special airport procedure (section 6). ln each
case, the aim is to to allow those decisions to be taken and implemented more quickly

28 Ê7711\ Verwa ltungsger¡chtordnu ng
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and simply, by shortening time limits and dispensing with some procedural steps and
ent¡tlements.

4. NON.ACCESS TO ASYLUM PROCEDURES

German law provides that certain groups are excluded from the asylum application
procedure altogether. These people, who "shall not be recognised as ent¡tled to
asylum"30 under the Constitution, are:

- aliens enter¡ng Germany from a safe third country (516a(2) of the Const¡tution
and 626a AsylvfG); and
- war and cìvil war refugees who have already been granted exceptional and
temporary residence under 932a of the Aliens Act. During the period of
lemporary admission, no asylum proceedings may be initiated.3l

Where people in these excluded categor¡es request asylum at a German border, the
border guard is required to refuse them leave to enter (5 1 8(2) AsylvfG). No appeal lies
against that refusal. ln addition, the Border Police must remove such aliens who are
found in the "vicinity of the border", either before or after illegal entry (5 1 8(3) AsylvfG).
The "vicinity of the border" is not defined in legislation. There are limited except¡ons to
the rule denying access to the procedure for people coming from a safe third country,
including if Germany has an international obligation to carry out the asylum procedure
for that person (eg under the Schengen or other agreement); or ¡f the lnterior Min¡stry
orders otherwise for humanitarian or national interest reasons (9 1 8(4) Asylvf G).

ln essence, this means that the border guard makes the first assessment of claims by
such people. lf they fall into one of these excluded categories, there ¡s no further
opportun¡ty to apply substantively or appeal. ln all other cases, where exclusion from
the process is not authorised, the border guard must immediately refer the claimant to a

BAFI reception centre.

People applying for asylum within the country may also be excluded from the right to
asylum. Under these provisions, any application made by such a person shall be
refused by the BAFI "w¡thout any grounds for asylum being evaluated"32 (ln practice,
some in-country appl¡cants do in fact receive protection (see section 4' 1).

The practical operation of the exclusion rule is best ¡llustrated by the application of the
safe third cou ntry principle.

4,1 SAFE THIRD COUNTRY PRINCIPLE
516a(1) of the German Constitution states that "anybody persecuted on political
grounds has the right to asylum". However since the 1993 amendments, 516a(2)

30 For a discussion of certain other groups which may be ineligible for asylum status,
see section 7

3r 
5 32a Asylvf G

32 Br¡ef summary in English of the Constitutional Court's decision of 14'5.1996 on the
Safe Third Country Rule. This note was delivered to CIREA by the German delegation to
the EU Council on 21.6.96. ("CC Summary")
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states that "paragraph 1 shall not be invoked" by anybody who enters the territory from
what is defined as a safe third country.

The effect of the rule is to exclude such people from access to the asylum procedure
ahogether. This is so even in cases where the asylum seeker's actual route to Germany
is not known, so that the identity of the third country cannot be established. This
means that the evidence need only show that the person ¡nusú have come through a
safe third country; it does not matter ¡f it is unclear which one it was. ln effect, this
means the rule catches everyone entering Germany by land.

The safe third country need not have been the last country through which the applicant
passed before reaching Germany. As long as she travelled through a safe third country
en route, access to the asylum process is not available.

According to an lnterior Ministry publication, the safe third country rule is based on the
view that people should not be entitled to come to Germany simply because the th¡rd
state "cannot offer the refugee living conditions similar to those in the Federal
Republic"33. Further, the Ministry considers the rule ¡s cons¡stent with the 1951
Refugee Convention which does not grant a right to people to choose their country of
asylum, an approach reflected in the Schengen and Dublin Conventions and national
laws.3a The Ministry publication notes that other states "use the possibilities existing
under international law" to return applicants coming from safe third countries. Given
that ¡ts neighbouring states are signatories to the 1 951 Convention, the Ministry argues
that similar use of the third country principle in Germany is justified.3s The State
emphasises its willingness to help other states equip themselves to receive asylum
claims, which will lessen the need for applicants to travel on to Germany. lt points to
bilateral agreements providing for financial and infrastructure-build ing assistance
concluded with Poland and the Czech Republic.

According to observers, the safe third country rule as applied in Germany is aimed at
excluding those seen as having at least a theoret¡cal opportun¡ty to apply for asylum
elsewhere. lt is not, as one interviewee noted, designed to f¡nd a place of asylum in
practice for people who require protection.

o 'Safe third country' definition

Under German law, safe third countries include all EU member states and other third
countries where the application of the 1 951 Refugee Convent¡on and the ECHR is

assu red.36

The Constitutional Court considered the val¡dity of the safe third country rule in its May
1 996 ruling on the constitutional¡ty of the asylum law changes. lt found that the safe
third country rule was compatible with the constitutional right to asylum on the grounds

33 Federal Ministry of the lnterior(1 994) 7

"o Federal Ministry of the lnterior{1994) 7

35 Federal Ministry of the lnterior(1994) 7

tu 51 6a(2) Const¡tution



that a person arr¡v¡ng from a safe third state does not require the protection of that
fundamental right. This is because he or she could have found protection in that third
state.

The Court accepted that it is permissible under the German Constitut¡on to define as
prima facie "safe" those states (1) which are part of the EU (ie safe on the basis of
prolections offered in their constitutions) and (2) other, non-Eu states wh¡ch have
leg¡slation applying the Geneva Convention and the ECHR (ie safe on the basis of
safeguards in their domestic legislation). This is the concept of "normative assurance"
of safety.

EU member stafes {including those which join in future) are automatically classif ied as
safe third states. This is because the legislature can assume that certain minimum legal
standards apply in those states, on the basis of their common treaty commitments.

Fo¡ a non-EU sfafe to be classified as safe, it must be specified in legislation passed by
the Bundesrat as Appendix lto the AsylvfG. The Constitut¡onal Court looked at the
process for designating non-EU safe countries, and noted there was room for flexibility
in deciding what legal safeguards are required to assure compliance with the ECHR and
the 1 951 Convention. However the legislature's decision as to safety of a particular
country must be justifiable,

The Asylum Procedure Act permits a country to be removed from the list at short
notice by statutory ordinance {without Parliamentary consent), if changes in its legal or
political situation mean it is no longer safe37. An ordinance removing a country exp¡res
automatically after 6 months. At present, the list of safe third countries includes
Finland, Norway, Austria, Poland, Sweden, Switzerland and the Czech Republic.

There are some limited exceptions to the rule's application. Under 926a(1) of the
AsylvfG, a person arriving from a safe third country is not automat¡cally excluded from
the procedure (11 if she or he held a German residence perm¡t when she or he entered
the alleged safe third country; (2) if Germany is bound by an international agreement to
conduct the asylum procedure for that person; or (3) if a court has temporarily
suspended removal, which is possible in very l¡m¡ted cases.

States which themselves apply a safe third country rule may be classified as safe third
states under German law. However to be designated as safe, the third state cannot
allow deportation to a third country withoul some procedure to ensure that the fourth
state will not send the person back to the unsafe country of origin. This is known as
the "safe fourth state" principle. The Constitutional Court found that the ban on
refoulement prohibited not only direct return to the persecuting state, but also removal
to a state where there is a risk of (further) expulsion to the persecuting state.

The safe fourth country principle is designed to prevent the risk of "chain deportation"
which may lead'¡.o refoulemerr. ln response to this dilemma, the Constitutional Court
has said that the German State must be certain that the fourth state has a process in
place to ensure further return to persecution does not happen. However in practice,
German practìtioners consider it is doubtful whether the requirement really guarantees
safety for returnees to third and fourth countr¡es. The safe fourth state issue has arisen

3t 
5 26a (3) AsylvfG
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in relation to people coming to Germany through Lithuania and then Poland, or travelling
through Roman¡a or Slovakia and Hungary and then Austria. Some lawyers are aware
of cases of reported refoulement from those states.

. Safe third country process

ln principle, the safe third country rule means that a foreigner about 1o be removed to a

safe third country cannot claim that he or she is threatened with persecut¡on in that
country. However the Constitutional Court recognised that certain except¡ons must
apply to the general presumption of safety.38 Thus in exceptional cases, it may be
possible to argue that deportation is unlawful to such a "safe" state if protection from
persecution or from ECHR violations cannot be guaranteed there. This is a str¡ct test
requiring clear evidence that safety is not guaranteed by law or in practice.

The exceptional circumstances recognised by the court included: (1) where the
applicant may be subject to the penalty in the third state; (2) where there is a risk that
the person on return may fall victim to a crime from which the state cannot protect h¡m
or her; (3) conditions ¡n the third state are subject to dramatic change; {4) the th¡rd
state becomes a persecuting state for the applicant; or (5) the third stale refuses to
protect the person because of political relations with the state of origin. 3s

ln practice, these exceptions can only apply to a very small proportion of asylum
applicants. According to advocates ¡n the f¡eld, it would be extremely difficult to show
that an exception applied in relation to any of Germany's neighbours. The people
interviewed were not aware of any case where an exception had been established
successfully. Because safe third country arrivals are not admitted to the procedure, an
exception cannot be argued at primary application level. lt would instead be necessary
to gather extensive evidence and bring such the po¡nt before a court on appeal. Appeals
in safe third country cases do not have suspensive effect. Thus the person may be
removed before the appeal is heard, making it almost impossible to pursue
successfully.ao As a result, despite the recognised exceptions, the presumpt¡on of
safety is almost imposs¡ble to rebut in practice.

. Removal to a safe th¡rd country

Once the Border Guard {for border applicants) or the BAFI (for in-country appl¡cants}
identifies a person as coming from a safe third country, the general rule requires
deportat¡on to be ordered to that safe third country and carried out as soon as
possibte. Unlike for other deportation orders, the authorit¡es are not required to give

38 Set out in a brief summary in English of the Constitutional Court's decision of
14.5.1996 on the Safe Third Country Rule. This note was delivered to CIREA by the
German delegation to the EU Council on 21'6.96. p5 ("CC Summary")

3s see note 38

ao Practitioners agreed that almost no appeaìs succeed once the appellant has been

removed, whether to a safe third country or elsewhere.
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notice or set a time limit for its executional. Removal can be carried out regardless of
any legal remedy which the applicant seeksa2. To this end, the courts' general power to
order suspension of deportation has been expressly removeda3.

The result of the process is that a person coming from a safe third country does not
have an opportunity to argue that she or he individually would be at r¡sk in the third
country, either of persecution or of return to persecution, despite the generally safe
conditions prevailing there. Examination of such cases is confined solely to determining
the travel route. There is effectively no inquiry into whether the applicant had a real or
practical opportunily to request asylum in the safe state. Thus transit landings, and ¡n

some cases even non-stop passageoo through a safe third country will suffice to exclude
the asylum seeker from any access to the application process in Germany. The fact of
physical presence w¡thin a country where there is a theoretical right to seek protection
triggers the rule.

ln practice, however, there may be cases in which a person cannot be removed to a

"safe" third state. The effect of these exceptions on the rate of return has in practice
been significant. lt was perce¡ved by all of the lawyers and officials interviewed that the
number of actual removals to safe third countries was far fewer than the number of
people arriving from those states, The figures for asylum decisions made in January to
June 1 996 seem to support this. Of a total 112,249 decisions, the number of
unqualified denials of asylum on the basis of the safe third country rule was 388. The
number of actual deportations to safe third countries (including some rejected appl¡cants
from previous years) was 453.45

Some suggested reasons for the low removal rate include the following.

(1 ) lnabilitv to identif v the saf e third countrv. Many applicants cannot or will not give
the BAFI or border authorities information about the route through which they reached
Germany. lf however it ¡s clear that the person rtust have come through a safe country,
she or he is precluded f rom claiming full asylum by 516a(2) of the Constitution. Unable
to be deported or receive asylum, she or he must then either rema¡n in Germany as a
"tolerated" alien (Duldungl, or receive some other form of protection.

No statistics appear to be available for the number of people arriving from unknown
safe third countrìes. Some people working in the area believe that many whose.iourney
is fac¡litated by agents are told not to d¡sclose their route. ln some cases the authorit¡es
can prove that a person was in a particular state, for example, if he or she is
apprehended on or very close to that state's border. ln other cases, it is less
straig htf orward, and removal is not possible. This is because other states are generally

or 
5 34a Asylvf G

42 I 1 6a(2) Constitution

a3 934al2l Asylvf G

ao For example, on trains where third country border guards could theoretically be asked
for protection

4s M¡gration News (March 1996)
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reluctant to accept return if there is any doubt, i.e. no clear proof that the asylum
seeker passed through their territory, Even Schengen states, ¡t is said, do not accept
evidence that they have been the transit state.t6 This situat¡on means that people who
do honestly disclose details of their passage through a safe country are disadvantaged,
because they in principle are then deportable ¡mmediately.

Where return cannot be effected to a safe third country, a possible alternative is to try
to return the asylum seeker to his or her country of origin. However if she or he faces
persecution there, removal is prohibited as nonrefoulement. Such a person may receive
specif ic nonrefoulement protection under 5 51 (1 ) of the Al¡ens Act. Alternatively, people
threatened by torture or severe rights violation contrary to the ECHR may be granted
protection against deportation under 553 of the Aliens Act (see section 8).

(2) Failure to aoolv the safe third countrv princiole. The lack of a substantial drop in
asylum grants following the rule's introduction suggests that the safe third country rule
has not influenced the decision-making process in the way which may have been
intended.

After the rule's introduction, the number of asylum grants did not decrease nearly as
significantly as anticipated, Given the large proportion of asylum seekers who arrive by
land in Germany, it is felt that the rule should have had a a greater impact on those
statistics. One experienced participant ¡n the system estimated that str¡ctly appl¡ed, the
safe third country rule could actually exclude around half of all of those currently
receiving asylum.

lnstead, it appears that BAFI officers are proceed¡ng to examine many claims in
substance, and grant asylum to applicants on their mer¡ts.lt is not clear why this
practice is occurring. One possibility ¡s that in cases where removal is obviously
impossible, the dec¡sion-maker prefers to give the applicants formal protected status,
rather than leaving them to be "tolerated" without legal recognit¡on or comprehensive
legal rìghts.

The Federal Commissioner for Asylum has sought to appeal against several of these
grants of asylum to safe third country arrivals. However he faces a legal difficulty. The
substant¡ve decision of the BAFI which is the subject of the appeal is the grant of
asylum; ie the refusal to send the person back to the country of origin' When lested by
the court, this decision is usually affirmed on the facts and evidence, because it f¡nds
there /s a likelihood of persecut¡on, The decision which the Federal Commissioner really
objects to is The refusal to apply the safe thitd country rule before grcnting asylum.
However this is not within the court's jurisdiction, because it ¡s not a substantive
decision. Thus such challenges have not succeeded.

The result is that desp¡te the safe th¡rd country principle, some asylum seekers who are
prima facie excluded from the right to asylum are receiving it. lt is however agreed by
practitioners, civil servants and.iudges alike that this situation is not satisfactory. The
current practice, whereby some decision-makers decline to apply the rule, is arguably
an aberration which may not cont¡nue, particularly if the government were to direct its
str¡cter applicâtion. lf the people in question do need protect¡on (that is, ¡f the safe third

46 ZDWF (1995) "Country report, Germany January - December 1995" as published
in ECRE Countrv Reoorts for 1995
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country rule, properly applied, does not guarantee their safetyì, then it is felt this should
be on a clearly defined and justiciable legal basis.

(3) Refusal bv the safe third countrv to readm¡t. This occurs less frequently since the
Schengen agreement and the s¡gning of readmission agreements with all of Germany's
neighbours. The terms of those agreements {some of which are not publicly available)
are believed to bind ne¡ghbouring countries 1o accept third country nationals in order to
determine their asylum claims. However if it is not shown conclusively that the person

came through its territory, the alleged safe third country may decline to accept him or
her.

Reports suggest that most of Germany's neighbouring countr¡es (including France)
demand clear and unambiguous evidence that a person has passed through their
borders, before they will agree to readmit. Given that many asy¡um seekers arriving in
Germany cannot or will not disclose their route, such evidence is often difficult or
impossible to obtain. This can significantly limit the likelihood of removal in the
individual case,

(4) Practical impossibilitv of removal. Even if the safe third country can be identified and
is prepared to accept return of an asylum seeker, practical problems may prevent it. A
person cannot generally be moved across a border without a passport or valid travel
document. For people without papers, the German authorities request replacements
from their consulate or embassy. However some consulates are not co-operative, and
the process can prove slow or impossible.Once again, the person must remain for the
time being in Germany, either with asylum, 951(1)status or under Duldung.

. Effect¡veness of the safe third country rule

It appears that the safe third country rule has not achieved the a¡m of preventing access
to the system for the large majority of land border applicants. The implied ob.iective was
to deal with their claims summarily by refusing them entry or providing for their speedy
removal, without a substantive determination, if applying from within the country'

However accounts suggest it has not succeeded in achieving this, ln the large majority
of cases, people refused on safe third country grounds are not returnable. The decision-
makers must then ask if the person would face persecution or threats to rights if
removed to his or her country of origin. lf so, she or he will generally be given an

alternat¡ve form of status under 551(1) or 553. Thus the claim's substance must be

examined ¡n any event.

The rule's ma¡n impact appears to have been felt by people applying at or apprehended
near the border.aT Reports suggest that border arrivals w¡thout visas are returned to
safe third countr¡es. whether they request asylum or not.as According to the lnterior
Ministry, the fact that the number of asylum seekers approaching German borders has

47 zDwF {1995)

48 ZDWF 1995 p6
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"sens¡bly dropped"as is due at least in part to the d¡sincentive of possible return to a

safe third country,

For in-country applicants, however, the removal rates are extremely low' Statistics
reveal that in 1994, the BAFI decided on 352,572 applications. Less than half of 1 %, it
seems, were refused on safe third country grounds.so Further, among 2,791 people

which Germany proposed to return to "safe" third countr¡es during thal year, return was
refused in 987 cases. A further 424 people disappeared before removal. This left just
over 1,200 who could be expelled as planned.sl

Particularly in relation to in-country appl¡cants, the rule has highlighted problematic

issues of proof, procedure and enforcement. lt expressly denies full asylum to people

who have come via safe third countries. However if they cannot be removed, the law is

equivocal about what level of protection (if any) they should get.

42W and civil war refugees
The applicatiÕn of the exclusion principle is also potentially problematic in the case of
war and civil war refugees. under 532a(2) of the Aliens Act, power is conferred on

L¿inder to issue a regulation (subiecl to the Federal lnterior M¡nistry's consent), wh¡ch
provides for the¡r temporary protection of war and civil war refugees. To date, th¡s
provision has not been used in practice. Political disagreement over responsibility for the
costs of protection for civil war refugees has defeated any attempt to introduce it ¡n

debate.

The potential for application of the regulation, however, raises concern' Under its
provisions, war and civil war refugees would be pefmitted to seek a temporary
residence authorisation in accordance with terms agreed by the Land and Federal
governments. However th¡s residence permission would be available only on condition
that the recipient did not file any request for asylum, or that any pending applicat¡on be

withdrawn. lf applied, this rule would mean that war and civil war refugees would not
be entitled to appty for asylum on individual grounds. Even ¡f they fell within Convention

refugee criteria, or required protection on other human rights grounds, they would

receive temporary protection only.

As the rule has not yet been applied, the question of whether it offers an adequate level

of protection has not ar¡sen in practice. Temporary protection was given to persons

f leeing to Germany f rom Bosnia-Herzegovina in and after 1 991 -92, but this was under

an ad hoc policy decision ralher than a formal 532a admission arrangement. under the

ad hoc policy,leave to remain was given to two groups: (11 wounded and sick people

requiring medìcal treatment unavailable in Bosnia; and (2) ex-detainees and members of

certain other 'vulnerable groups', up to a f¡xed maximum number. Others were
protected by a temporary ban on deportations to Bosnia (and until January 1994, to
Croatia). People in Germany under these ad hoc arrangements were permitted to apply

for asylum under the normal procedures.

ae lnterior Ministry {1994) p1 1

50 Federal Ministry of the lnrer¡or (1995) Asvl-Efahru nq sbericht 1994 ("lnterior Report
(1995)") 12

51 lnterior Ministry report (1995) 12
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The deponation bans and leave-to-remain categories are no longer in force. Those
people formerly protected under them who have not secured any other ent¡tlement to
stay are removable in law. A large number of temporary protectees have returned
voluntarily, many under retufn assistance programmes or more notably, since support
was withdrawn or became significantly more difficult to obtain, Practical difficulties and
safety concerns associated w¡th return have meant that many people from those
troubled areas remain in Germany for now. By late 1997, however, some Länder have
initiated programmes of involuntary return which may increase in the near future.

4,3 Comments on non-access provisions
On this basis, it appears that the rules denying access to all procedures have not been
successful, from the viewpoint of e¡ther applicants nor the author¡ties. They have not
succeeded in alleviating burdens on the decision-makers by removing the need for them
to examine the substance of many claims' Nor have they provided adequate safeguards
or guarantees of protection for asylum seekers and refugees'

5. ACCELERATED PROCEDURES FOR "MANIFESTLY UNFOUNDED" AND
"IRRELEVANT" CLAIMS

Before 1993, it was not possible for the legislature to restrict the r¡ghts of certa¡n
groups of asylum seekers, because of the general and unqualified right to political
asylum under the Constitution.

Since the 1993 changes, German law now contains an accelerated procedure for
disposing of claims deemed to be "manifestly unfounded" or "irrelevant". Such claims
are not actually subject to any exceptional form of screening or determination. However
once rejected as manifestly unfounded or irrelevant, an expedited removal process

applies which is designed to ensure quick and effective enforcement of the decision.

A claim will be refused as manlfestly unfounded if made by an applicant:
¡ coming from a "safe country of origin" {529a AsylvfG) lsee below)¡
. where the prerequisites for recogn¡tion as a refugee (ie, for asYlum or (É51(l ))
are "obviously not met" ( 5 30(1 ) Asylvf G);
o where ¡t is "obvious from the circumstances of the individual case" that the
applicant seeks to stay:

- only because of "economic reasons" or
-"in order to evade a general emergency situation or an
armed conflict" in his or her country of origin ($30(2)

Asylvf G);
. who has made statements which are "not substantiated or contradictory" or

based on forged or falsified vidence (53O(3)(1) AsylvfG);
. who refuses to disclose or misleads as 1o h¡s identity or national¡ty (530(3)(2)

Asylvf G );
. who has made a duplicate application under another identity (630(3){3)
Asylvf G);
¡ who claims in order to avo¡d imminent expulsion or termination of residence,
having had the opportunity to seek asylum earlier {530(3)(4) AsylvfG);
. who refuses to co-operate with the author¡ties, including by failing to apply
promptly or not co-operating during the application hearing (530(3)(5) AsylvfG);
. who has previously been deported on grounds of "special risk", especially for
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drug dealing or a criminal act followed by 5 years' or more imprisonment
(5 30{3)(6) Asylvf G); or
. who is seen as a threat to national security or public safety, on the bas¡s of a
conviction for a particularly serious crime (530(4) AsylvfG/551(3) AuslG).

ln addition, the accelerated procedure may be used to deal with a person whose claim
is "irrelevant" because he or she "was already safe from political persecution in another
third state" (529 AsylvfG), and return to that state (or another safe state) is possible.

Jurisdiction to decide that a claim falls into one of these categories lies with the BAF,

which decides on the basis of the primary interview with the applicant. As in the
standard determination procedure, applicants are entitled to seek legal advice or

representation before the interview. But for various reasons, including cost and a lack of
information about sources of help, very few can do so in praclice.

lf the BAFI decides that the claim is manifestly unfounded or irrelevant, an expulsion
warning is issued together with the refusal notice. This requires the recipient to depart
voluntarily within a week. W¡thin that week, the person may appeal the decision to the

administrative court, and apply at the same time for an interim order suspending

expulsion, The court must decide the interim protection application without an oral

hearing and w¡thin seven days. The court may only suspend removal if there are

serioui doubts about the legality of the BAF'S decision.s2 A decision to refuse
suspension is final.53

The appellant is legally entitled to pursue his or her appeal against the manifest
unfoundedness rejection from abroad. ln practice, it is rare if ever that such appeals are

susta¡ned. lf the administrative court dismisses the appeal against a manifestly
unfounded claim rejection, no further remedy is available.5a

one of the major grounds for rejecting claims as manifestly unfounded ¡s the "safe
cou ntry of origin" rule.

5.1 Safe country of origin
A safe country of origin is one where "the legal situat¡on, the application of the law and

the general political circumstances justify the assumption that ne¡ther political
persecution nor inhumane or degrading pun¡shment or treatment takes place there"55.

Safe origin countries must be specified in legislation consented to by the Bundesrat,

although there is an administrative procedure allowing speedy additions to or deletions

from the list ¡f conditions change suddenly. The current list appears as Appendix ll to
the AsylvfG, and includes Bulgaria, Ghana, Poland, Romania, the Slovak Republic, the

czech Republic, Hungary and senegat. senegal has just been re-included after being

removed some months ago. Gambia was included initially, but was deleted after the

military putsch of 1 994.

s'? 536(3)(4) Asylfc

53 
ç 36{4) Asylvf G

uo 578(1)Asylvfc

55 
5 1 6a{3) Constitution
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The safe country of origin principle was accepted by the Constitutional Court w¡thout
qualification. ln determining whether a country is "safe", the Court noted that the
legislature musl consider var¡ous factors and reach an overall judgment as to the
likelihood of polit¡cal persecution.s6 To be classified as "safe", the state must offer
protection from persecution throughout its territory and to all population groups.57 ln
deciding on safety, however, the legislature is permitted some flexibility in exerc¡sing ¡ts
powers of appraisal and judgment. As w¡th designations of safe third countries, the
courts'power on review is limited to asking if the classification of a safe country of
origin was based on supportable grounds.

According to the lnterior Ministry, the legislature looks at a range of criteria for safety.
Among other things, th¡s includes recognil¡on rates in previous years of asylum seekers
from that country; the general polit¡cal situation, government structure and stability; its
human rights record, based on compliance w¡th ¡nternational instruments; and the
state's willingness 1o give independent human rights organisations access to its
territory,

Efforts are made to monitor the ongoing conditions in "safe" origin countries. When
changes occur, the lnterior Ministry representatives believe that the admin¡strat¡ve
procedure for adding or removing countries is flexible enough to ensure applicants are
not endangered, and to stop people coming from "safe" situations from exploiting the
system.

ln some quarters, however, the "safe" country selection process has been criticised. ln
practice, it is felt that the number of applicants produced by a country is an influential
factor which leads the government to cons¡der placing ¡t on the list. This concern is
relevant to politics and administrative and other resource questions, but it does not
appear to relate to the likelihood of persecution, which was the only determinative
considerat¡on identified by the Constitutional Court. A second major criticism is the
"retrospective" focus of the designation. Bytaking into account recogn¡tion rates for a
country's refugees from previous years, the legislature's assessment focuses on the
country's safety at a past point in t¡me, rather than current levels of potential danger.

o Claim, determinalion and review

ln considering an applicant {rom a "safe" or¡gin country, the law requires the BAFI to
presume he or she does not require asylum protect¡on. The presumption can be
rebutted only with facts supporting the contention that, despite generally safe
conditìons there, he or she rs vulnerable to persecution on pol¡tical grounds.sB The
burden of proof thus rests on the applicant to show that she or he exceptionally would
not be not safe in the origin country.

As presently defined, that burden is a heavy one. According to the Constitut¡onal Court,
an asylum seeker must "present an individual conclusive and substant¡ated history of

-- (.U ùUmmary Þ

s7 CC Summary 6

s8 5 1 6a(3) Constitution; 5 29a{1 ) Asylvf G
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persecution" on political grounds.se Lawyers working in the area have said that
displacing the presumpt¡on of safety in practice is extremely difficult. The
circumstances of most asylum seekers means that it is difficult for them to gather
conclusive documentary or other evidence to show they are threatened individually in
their home countries,

lf the rebutting evidence is not accepted by the BAFI, the matter can be pressed on
appeal. However once again, the applicant faces a strong presumption of safety which
may be hard to displace without new evidentiary material. Combined with the intense
pressure of the time limits for challenging manifest unfoundedness rejections, these
evidentiary difficulties make it very d¡ff¡cult for a genuine applicant to succeed in a safe
country of origin case, at first instance or on appeal.

It ìs also perceived that the safe country of origin rule has had a significant
psychological impact on decision-making since its introduct¡on. The result is said to be
that people coming from such countr¡es are almost invariably rejected. Those genuinely
at r¡sk in their particular circumstances have an opportun¡ty in theory, but not in
practice, to rebut the presumption.

Although the number of countries included on the list is relatively small (considering
wide range of source countries for applicants ¡n Germany), the impact on those who do
come from those countries ¡s sa¡d to be dramatic. Statistics are not available to show
how many applications are rejected on safe country of origin grounds specifically, but
the belief of several participants in the system who were interviewed was that the
success rate was marginal,

According to the lnter¡or Ministry, there has been a dramatic drop in the number of
people applying for asylum from safe or¡gin countries since the introduction of the rule.
It prov¡des figures for applicants from the original nine60 "safe" origin countries as
1 98,1 83 for the year to 30.6.1993.This was said to decrease the following year by
over 175,000 (a reduction of over 88%)6r. The implication is that the rule itself has had
the effect of deterring potential applicants from those countries from applying because
of the likelihood of refusal. However it should be noted that this reduction in 1993-94
occurred when the number of applicants from all source countries fell significantly
overall, not only in Germany but throughout continental Europe.62

. Effectiveness of manifestly unfounded and irrelevant claims rules

The available statistics for claims refused as manifestly unfounded suggest that the

se cC Summary 7

60 Bulgaria, Gambia, Ghana, Poland, Roman¡4, the Slovak Republic, the Czech Republic,
Hungary and Senegal

6' Ministry of the lnterior (1 994) 1 1

62 ln Germany generally, the number of applicants from a// countries fell in that per¡od

by over 60%. ln Belgium, applications lell by 47o/oi in Switzerland by 35%. ln France, the
drop occurred the following year, decreasing by 30o/o in 1994-95. Exceptions however
were the UK and the Netherlands, where the total applications increased during this period.
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rules have had a signif icant impact. ln 1994, oÍ 352,572 decided claims. 66,032
118.7yol were rejected as manifestly unfounded. ln 1995, 22% 125,9341 of the
1 17,939 re.jections {among 200,188 decided applications) were deemed to be
manifestly unfounded. From 1 January to 30 June 1996, 12,984 (11.60/o of 7A,O27
refusals) were rejected on the same basis.63

When the acce¡erated procedure categor¡es were first introduced in 1993, UNHCR
opposed them. lt pointed to other states' narrower criteria for unfoundedness as better
alternative models. Within the framework of the proposed shorter processes, it was felt
that more extensive checks on primary decision-makers should be retained in the
German system. However it was apparent that the political pressure to control influxes
and impose limits on application and appeal processes prevailed.

There are ongoing grounds for concern that the rules in effect deny substantive
protection to people who need it. This threat is created by several factors:
(a) the practical difficulty of rebutting the powerful presumption of unfoundedness; and
(b) the lack of realistically available review mechanisms to check first instance decision-
makers in the manifestly unfounded stream.

Refuting the unfoundedness presumption can be very problematic. The rules mean that
asylum seekers, mostly without good advice or resources, face a complex evidentiary
task. One observer noted that in the asylum field, as in many other areas of decision-
making, German admin¡strat¡ve culture tends to look for solid explanations and tangible
proof of assertions at an early stage. This can make it very difficult for indigent,
disorganised, unadvised people to cope with the system effectively. lt also means that
well-equipped applicants - rather than strong applicatiol',s - may fare better. For
instance, a better educated and more articulate person will be in a better pos¡tion to
present a convincing argument which rebuts the presumption of safety, or to avo¡d
making confused and potentially contradictory-sounding statements. A traumatised,
monolingual appl¡cant, on the other hand, may have difficulty coherently presenting
even a strong and bona fide case. Further, those with weak claims who have had prior
access to information about the safe country rule will be better prepared to deal with it.
They are potent¡ally more persuasive than those w¡th strong claims who are not aware
of the presumpt¡on they are called on to contradict.64 As another illustration of the
potent¡al problems here, the rule which allows rejection of applicat¡ons apparently based
on purely economic reasons6s can create difficulties in the manifestly unfounded stream.
For many asylum seekers, economic factors may be salient in addition to persecution
grounds. ln the accelerated procedure, it may not be possible to clearly identify and
distinguish the two. This can create r¡sk of return for a genuine refugee before an
appeal is heard.

63 ZDWF {1995) and (1996)

6a The example was cited of Algerians, who in general have relatively low education
levels. They tended to fare worse than, among others, lranian claimants, who in many
cases are educated and able to express themselves articulately. The manifestly unfounded
categories relating to impressions formed in the interview were said to apply more harshly
to less well-presented, articulate applicants.

uu 
5 30(2) Asylvf G
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The difficulty of seeking teview of first instance decisions is also part¡cularly great in
"manifestly unfounded" cases. These rules can permit signìficant scope for BAFI
interviewing officers to reject on the basis of vague, uncertain criteria which refer to
subjective impressions of credib¡lity. For instance, the decider can reject immediately
under 93O(1) if she or he perceives that assert¡ons are " insu bsta ntiated and
contradictory" 66; or that a potentially very nervous interv¡ewer is in fact not co-
operating6T. The appeal court on the ¡nterim protection application is empowered only to
ask whether "serious doubt as to the legal¡ty" of the decision exists. As the court
decides on the papers alone, and does not consider quest¡ons of merit or cred¡bility, it is
in practice very diff¡cult for an applicant to d¡scharge the necessary burden.68

5.2 Comment on accelerated process
The manifestly unfounded and irrelevant claims rules in German law have been drafted
broadly to catch many applicants. However according to observers' accounts, their
impact has been significant, and not merely in terms of refusal rates,

The primary interview will frequently be a key issue in manifestly unfounded cases.
Those who are better able to perform well at the interview, who are not necessarily
those with strong claims, may be placed at an advantage under the rules,

At the review stage, strict time l¡mits, provisions for removal pending appeal and an
onerous evidentiary burden raise questions about whether the mechanisms for review in
the accelerated process are truly adequate. For applicants coming from "safe" countries
of origin, ¡t ¡s d¡fficult in practice to locate and produce the evidence needed in t¡me to
rebut the strong presumption of safety, whether before the primary decision-maker or
the court.

ln other "unfounded" categories, the scope for rejecting claims as manifestly unfounded
is extremely broad, and unguided by defined criteria. ln part¡cular, some of the grounds
under 930(3) allow for refusals based on highly subjective evaluations by decision-
makers, which are then practically difficult to challenge.

6. AIRPORT PROCEDURE

The "airport procedure" is the third form of modified process introduced under the 1 993
amendments. L¡ke the rules denying access to the standald procedure and those
authorising the speedy removal of people with manifestly unfounded claims, the airport
rules are designed to divert certain applications from the mainstream decision-tak¡ng
and enforcement system. By creating a channel with fewer procedural steps and
entìtlements, ¡t aims to allow decisions to be taken and implemented more quickly and
simply.

Establ¡shed under 518a Asylvf G, the airporl procedure applies when a person claiming

66 530(3)(1) Asylvf G

6? 
6 30(3){5) Asylvf G

68 For further discussion of the court's role in deciding inter¡m protection applications:
see Marx, R (1996) #191 924
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asylum arrives at an a¡rport in Germany:
. from a "safe country of origin" {as defined in 529a AsylvfG}; or
. without a valid passport or other travel document establ¡shing his or her identity, or
with false documents.

Under 518a, the asylum determination process must be carr¡ed out before the person
enters the country, provided that he or she can be accommodated in the airport
facilities in the meantime. Under current arrangements, accommodation is provided
together with food, limited medical care and other bas¡c needs by the Airport Social
Services. While the asylum proceedings are in progress, the person may not leave the
lransit area to enter the country. The rationale underlying this proh¡b¡t¡on on entry
pending a decision is "to ensure that the individual concerned can be returned without
any problems to the country of embarkation if his [or her] application turns out to be
manif estly unfounded "6e.

The airport rule applies potentially to all people meet¡ng the criteria who arrive at
German airports. However in reality it is said to be a "lex Frankfurt", as Frankfurt
receives the majority by far of those who go through the special process.T0 The
nationalities of applicants subjected to the procedure is varied. The largest groups tend
to be from West African countries (Ghana, Sudan, Liberia) other parts of Africa
(Ethiopia, Eritrea), Middle Asia (Pakistan, lndia, Afghanistan) and Kurdish people from
lran, lraq and Turkey.

6.1 Claim and decision
When a person without a visa arrives at a German airport, she or he first encounte¡s the
border guard officers. The border authorities must question the person initially and make
a preliminary decision as to whether to admit, or whether to refer it to the airport
process. ln most cases, the person is admitted and referred to the mainstream asylum
process. However if the person meets the airport rule criteria, the decision on entry ¡s

deferred and the matter referred to the BAF.7r Unless independently advised, some
applicants do not appreciate the difference between the two hearings or understand
the signif¡cance of the second (BAF) interview. This could forseeably prejudice their
application severely.

The Asylum Procedure Act requires the BAFI to hear the applicant "immediately" ¡n

6s lnterior Ministry {1 994) I
70 ln 1995, 4,794 people were accommodated in the Frankfurt Airport Soc¡al Services

airside facility (Flughafen Sozialdienst {31 .1 .96), Erfahrunqen des Fluahafen-Sozialdienstes
Frankf urt am Maìn mit dem " Fluqhafe nverfa hren " nach 51 8a Asvlverf G 6 {ASS Report
(1996)). For the sameyear, isestimatedthat the other two internationa I airports received
around 2OO (Munich) and 40(Berlin) respectively. Contrary lo some expectat¡ons, Berlin has
not received large numbers of applicants arriving from or through former Sov¡et Union

states. Frankfurt's high figures are probably due to its posit¡on as a central landing point
for most of the world's major airlines flying from all parts of the world, including directly
from many refugee countries of origin.

71 Under statute, the appl¡cant must be given an opportunity to make his or her
application to the BAFI office which is stationed at the border control post: 518a(1)
Asylvf G
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person, This can occur irrespective of his or her tiredness or other mental or physical
state. There ¡s no obligation to take account of the applicant's condition or wishes in
deciding when to interview or otherw¡se administer the process. ln some cases,
however, if there are logistical or other difficulties (eg, if no su¡table interpreter is
available), the ¡nterv¡ew may be delayed for some hours or even days. The BAFI does
not generally consider the maximum allowable period for holding an applicant to begin
unt¡l the formal interview commences,T2

The applicant is entitled to seek legal advice before the BAFI interview. lf she or he has
relatives or friends in Germany, they may know of the applicant's arrival, and may even
arrange for a lawyer to advise the person before the BAFI hearing. Otherwise, the scope
for obtaining assistance is very limited. The applicant may receive general advice from
the Frankfurt Airport Social Services ("ASS"), which is charged w¡th respons¡bility to
care for arrivals' general basic welfare.T3 This body can try to contact a Frankfurt
lawyer to advise the person. But in practice this rarely, if ever, occurs before the
pprimary decision. The ASS staff can offer applicants some general adv¡ce about the
process and its implicat¡ons, but they are unable to give specific legal counselling. With
no qualified lawyers among its personnel, the Service is constrained by laws which
criminalise the giving of legal advice by non-lawyers. Time, staff and resource
limitations necessarily confine lhe scope of the adv¡ce they can offer. This will cover
the nature and function of the BAFI interview; its significance and its possible
consequence.Ta lt is felt that at least these bas¡c points i.nust be made clear. This is
crucial, because most applicants are not made aware of them in the purportedly brief
and cursory explanation given by the BAF,

Apart from the adv¡ce given by the Airport Social Services, there is no specific legal
rìght to receive legal or other help before the first decision. The lnterior Ministry
emphasises that all asylum seekers in the a¡rport process are free to consult a lawyer if
they wish to. A l¡st of advocates and contact details is even provided by border guards
to help them locate one, and they have access to a telephone for that purpose.

However others familiar w¡th the system maintain that getting access to legal advice rn
practice is not as easy as suggested. The border guards'list of advocates is in fact a
comprehensive alphabetical directory of the ent¡re Lawyers'Chamber in the city of
Frankfurt, together with all non-local lawyers admitted to practice before the Frankfurt
courts. lt includes some 2,O0O names which are not indexed according to specialisation

72 According to reports, th¡s means that the applicant can in some cases be held
beyond the 23 day limit.

tt lnìtially set up in the early 1980's by church and charity groups in Germany, the
Airport Social Services operation is currently funded chiefly by Land Hessen. There is an
ongoing dispute concerning its support, however, between Hessen, the Federal lnterior
Ministry and Frankf urt Airport AG. All three acknowledge the critical need for the Service,
given the requirement for accommodation as a precondit¡on for the airport procedure.
However they have been unable to agree on how the funding burden should be shared, if
at all, among them.

'o ASS Report (1996) 1



or marked to indicate competence ¡n take on asylum law'75 Given the marg¡nal number
of lawyers prepared to represent people in the airport process, ¡t is sa¡d to be effectively
unusable for asylum seekers.T6 Added to the facts that few applicants speak German

with any fluency, and that they may be interviewed at any hour of the day or night,
their chances of receiving meaningful advice over the telephone are v¡rtually
nonex¡stent. To complete the picture, it is noted that there are two publ¡c telephones
available only, which are operated by coins and telephone card' With no access to
moneychanging facilities or card sales in the trans¡t area, applicants must rely on what
help the Airport Social Services offers to communicate w¡th the outside world.

The atmosphere in the airport procedure interviews is said to be highly intimidat¡ng and

stressful. According to one experienced lawyer, the prevailing feeling for the applicant
is one of ', helplessness ", The interview takes place in a small, stark room with sealed

windows. l1 is conducted in a brisk, formal way by the interviewing officer, who clearly
controls the entire process. According to some observers, the questioning exercise
within the interview can also be problematic. lfno interpreter can be found who speaks

the applicant's native tongue, it may be decided to conduct the interview in some

other "common" language. This is frequently French or English, which may be the
former colonial language of the applicant's country of origin. ln such cases, the
potential for misunderstanding between the two participants, discussing highly personal

and difficult matlers in a tongue native to neither, is extreme'

lnappropriate lines of questioning have also been reported. There are accounts of
appl¡cants being asked to recall miniscule or tr¡vial details of persecution incidents
which appear to go beyond merely probing inquiries.TT The rationale behind such
interviewing techniques is not clear. They may suggest ignorance about the nature of
flight, or of prevailing conditions in countries of origin.78 Allernatively and more
worryingly, obscure questions arguably may suggest an intention not merely to test
credibility, but to lead an applicant into giving a prejud¡cial answer. lf she or he errs or
gives inconsistent responses, the decision-maker may then have grounds for rejecting
his or her claim.

such undesirable approaches to interviewing could conceivably emerge because of
problems with using the appeal mechanisms in the airport process. lf the appeal process

cannot effectively be used by applicants to challenge defective decisions, f¡rst instance

decision-makers will not be accountable in the way that a fair system requires.

6.2 Review

75 ASS Report (1996) 6

76 ASS Report (1996) 6

77 One example was given of an asylum seeker who claimed to have fled across the

Turkish border on a stolen horse. The interviewer asked him about the horse's gender. His

inability to recall it was seen as undermining his slory's plausibìlity'

78 Another cited case involved a Nigerian woman who claimed that the pol¡ce had

raìded her home. The interviewer asked her why she had not insisted the officers produce

formal police identification. (This is said to reveal a distinct lack of understanding of brutal

and unaccountable practices among police and military forces in Nigeria)'
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The BAFI must reach its first instance decision on an airport claim within two days.Ts lf
the claim is rejected, the re.iected as manifestly unfounded, the applicant previously had
three days to apply and lodge all supporting material for a provisional order staying
removal.

This t¡me limit was said to be a heavy burden on appellants. Under court rules, the last
day for lodging appeals had to lall on a working day; but the preced¡ng three day period
could run over a weekend. This meant that in some cases {if a refusal was notilied on
Friday), applicants had only one working day in which to prepare an appeal. ln light of
the difficulty of finding a capable lawyer, it was clear that there was little realistic scope
for most applicants to challenge an airport refusal.

This very strict appeal deadline was modified by the Federal Constilutional Court. ln its
May 1996 decision, the Court found that the airport process generally was valid, but
stipulated that a number of procedural safeguards were needed. These include
jurisdict¡on for the courts to extend the time for lodging appeals by up to four days,
having regard to the pressure of time, the asylum seeker's mental stress and desire for
independent advice. so

ln addition, the Court found that an applicant was positively entitled to receive legal
advice after a primary refusal under the airport procedure. This appears to confer a

significant, positive legal right on asylum seekers. However some people in the area
question whether this right to counsel does guarantee more procedural protect¡on in
the airport system. There are still real difficulties in finding competent lawyers prepared
to take on the high-pressure, low-prestige, poorly remunerated work. Further, the right
to a lawyer does not apply until after a primary refusal. lf the primary interview itself
was affected by misunderstandings or allegedly unfair questioning, ¡t may not be
possible to save the case on appeal, despite ¡ts mer¡ts. lf this notional right to a lawyer
is to be meaningful in practice, it appears some funding or other positive instítutional
¡n¡t¡ative is needed.

lf the appeal is lodged in time, the court has 14 days to decide whether to grant a

suspension of deportation. lf not, the applicant may be removed and the appeal
theoret¡cally can proceed in his or her absence. (ln effect, it is acknowledged that
successful appeals are very difficult or impossible to run from outs¡de Germany).

Although no appeal result statist¡cs are available, the general perception is that very
few airport procedure refusals are overturned on appeal.

6.3 Airport f acil¡ties
The accommodation area in Frankfurt airport's transit area contains 70 beds. At most
times, it houses fewer than 70 people, although on occasions it has held over 100. The
Airport Social Services management notes that the facility is not equipped to deal with
70 occupants at one time in comfort.sl Because of security concerns, the windows

7'g 
E 1 8a{2) AsylvfG

to For more deta¡l, see CC Summary 7-8

ttThere are only four showers and five toilets in total for both men and women: ASS
Repon (1 996)
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cannot be opened beyond a crack, but there is no airconditioning or additional
ventilation ¡n summer. Outdoor facilities consist of one fenced enclosure w¡th a lawn,
trees, table tennis table and a wooden bench, measuring less than 40 x 45m.82 Th¡s
area is some distance from the main terminal, and can only be visited by a bus
accompanied by the border guard. The inhabitants and their children are supposed to be

allowed to visit this area daily, but pract¡cal and adm¡n¡strative constraints do not
always perm¡t it.

The Airport Social Services try to meet most occupants' essential needs by procuring

donations of clothing, reading materials, toys etc. However many problems arise which
are d¡rectly related to their "limbo" situation. The funding of their basic health care has

been a matter of dispute between the Land and Federal government, Resources are not
provided for an¡hing beyond the bare minimum, and this can cause considerable
hardship.s3

Even more serious mental health and psychological problems arise for some long term
and severely traumatised occupants. The 1995 report of the Frankfurt Airport Social
Services described nineteen'incidents'arising from emotional or psychological
problems, severe distress, depression or other conditions among the asylum seekers'
The list included several suicide attempts and deranged, futile escape attempts. These
chiefly involved people whose legal situat¡on and fate had been uncertain and insecure
for some t¡me. The stress clearly took its totl.84

The maximum permrssible length of the airport procedure, including any appeals, is 23
days.85 This period comprises two days in which a primary decision must be made;
three days following rhe decis¡on in which the applicant may appeal (extendable to 7
days at the court's discretion); and 14 days for the appeal court to decide whether to
suspend the expulsion order. lf suspension is ordered, the applicant is admitted to the
country. lf not, he or she must be removed pending the appeal'

Among the people in the airport fac¡l¡ty, many are dealt with and expelled or given

status within the prescribed 23-day period, Many others, however, have remained in

the facility for much longer periods. Frankfurt Airport Social Services f¡gures show that
in 1 995, 99 people stayed there for more than 25 days. 34 people were held for over
40 days, while 4 occupants remained over 1O0 days. The longest stay in 1 995 was
187 days86. These long-term occupants have included several people who could not be

82 ASS Report (1996) Appendix 1

83 The example was c¡ted of a man in the facility who suffered from advanced tooth
decay. The available care covered the removal of his teeth, but not their replacement with
dentures.

84 ASS Report (1 996)

tu 518a(6) AsylvfG {as qualified by Constitutional Court decision of 14.5.96: CC

Summary 7)

86 Under the 1 994 f¡gures, 38 people stayed in the facilities for more than 25 days. 13

people were there for more than 4o days. over 1o0 days:4 people, and one person for
19O days. (ASS Report (1996) 6)
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removed for practical reasons, for example, because their home embassy refused to
issue travel documents, or because no flight connect¡ons are available. Some had
lodged fresh asylum applications based on new evidence. The statutory provisions, as
presently formulated, do not deal with this problem adequately. Caught in a gap in the
law, these people to date have not been entitled to the benefit of the provisions which
confer an automat¡c r¡ght of entry after the statutory time limit expires for carrying out
the process.

The Constitutional Court in May 1996, in finding the procedure to be valid, d¡d not
accept that detaining applicants in the airport was an unlawful deprivation of liberty. ln
broad terms, this was because the occupants were free to depart the fac¡lity voluntarily
for another country at any time.87

ln a significant recent decision, however, the Supreme Court in Frankfurt has said that
detention in the airport transit zone must be subject to a real and enforceable time
limit88. ln October 1996, ¡t found in favour of an lndian man who had been restrained in
the fac¡lity for over eight months. lt had not been possible 1o remove him, because of
lndia's refusal to accept his return. The judgment set the maximum period of detention
at 19 days (w¡th the possiblity of a four day extension if granted by the Administrative
Court). Any interment beyond that period must be authorised by a bail mag¡strate. At
the time of the iudgment, eight people had been airside at Frankfurt on a long-term
basis. This judgment appears to signal a more humane approach in the application of a
pote ntially very restrictive rule.

6.4 Admission
The airport rules have harsh potent¡al ramifications for those with¡n ¡ts scope' However
it should be noted that it applies to only a small proportion of asylum seekers coming
to Germany's borders each year.

ln practice, the large majority of people request¡ng asylum at German airports are

eventually ãdmitted to the country. Of the total applicants seeking 1o enter Germany by
air in 1994 and 1995, over 92o/o were granted entry in each year. Of these, most are
people who do not meet the airport process criteria (ie, they do not come from "safe"
countries of origin or with false documents). Others are admitted after receiving asylum
status; some enter because the BAFI cannot reach its decision within two days; and

others succeed on appeals to the court against refusal under the airport process (by far
the smallest group).

Since the airport rules were first introduced, the proportion of people refused entry and

processed in the transit zone has decreased'8s One estimate suggested thal at one
stage, almost 40olo of airport applicants were refused entry before applying. (Now, it
seems, far fewer people are arriving without documents than three years ago.l

87 CC Summary 7

88 Süddeutsche Ze¡tung, Oct 1 996

ss The available figures are not entirely clear, but most people involved in the process

share this view. see also care, G (1995) A Guide to Asvlum Law and Practice ¡n the
Eurooean Union llLPA, London) 53
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Statistics show that of 4,794 people arriving at the airport in 1 995, 4,463 were
permitted to enter, and 335 were removed from the transit area to another country. Of
those deportees, 293 had been rejected in the airport procedure. ln 1994, 3,281
asylum seekers arrived; 3,O50 were admitted, and 231 removed.eo

6.5 Comment on airport procedures
ln the view of many observers, ser¡ous questions arise about the soundness of the
airport procedure, both in terms of fairness and practical efficacy,

At one level, it appears to offer a speedy determination process with at least basic
procedural guarantees. This was clearly the Constitutional Court's view when ¡t
affirmed the rule in May 1996. However it is contended that the apparent time and
efficiency advantages it offers are outweighed by ¡ts pract¡cal and procedural defects.

The most notable of these include:
. the lack of practical access for applicants to ¡nformation about the procedure, its
consequences and their rig hts;
. the absence of effecl¡ve review mechanisms to check first instance decisions, This is
because of the inability in practice of most applicants to exerc¡se the notional right of
appeal;
¡ the small number of competent and accessible legal advisers available to ass¡st
rejected applicants in practice. Notwithstanding the Constitut¡onal Court's recogn¡tion
of a right to legal assistance, most applicants are unable to enioy its benefits without
some positive governmental or professional ¡nit¡at¡ve to galvanise lawyers to help.
. the difficult condit¡ons under which asylum seekers in airport accommodation must
live. This is exacerbated by the very l¡mited resources available to the Airport Social
Services.
r Finally and significantly, the efficacy of the airport rules are called into doubt by their
failure to prevent asylum seekers from gaining entry to the country and the mainstream
process. Approximately 93o/o of air arrivals who request asylum do in fact gain access,
and are not disposed of and removed in the speedy manner which was ostensibly
intended. The rule has had a dramatic impact on those (relatively few) people who are
deta¡ned beyond the first two days prescribed for the primary decision. As a "plug" to
block the air route, and as a means of diverting people away from the in-country
procedure, however, the airport rule has not succeeded.

ALTERNATIVE CATEGORIES OF PROTECTION

7. PROTECTION AGAINST EXPULSION ON GROUNDS OF THREATENED POLITICAL
PERSECUTION: 551 Aliens Act
( Non refou lement protect¡on)

Under 551(1) of the Aliens Act, temporary protection from deportation is available in
Germany to people whose lives or freedom are threatened because of their race,
religion, citizenship or membership of a particular social group. This status essentially
transf orms the proh¡bition on refoulement in art 33 of the 1 951 Ref ugee Convention
into a specific entitlement in German domest¡c law.

so ASS Report (1 996) 6
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People who satisfy the criteria in 551(1) are referred to as "Convention refugees"
(Konventionsflüchtlingel. This disinguishes them from refugees who are granted asylum
under 516a of the German Constitution, who are formally known as "people entitled to
asylum" lAsylberecht¡gte/. Both categories are also generally referred to as "refugees"
lFluechtlinge). However the distinction is significant, chiefly because of the difference
between the level of rights each is accorded. ln particular, the residence right given to
5 5 1 (1 ) ref ugees is temporary in lawsl {although in most cases it is automatically
renewed in practice). At a technical level, it also means that wh¡le Constitutional
refugees have a 'positive' status, those recognised under 551(1)receive protect¡on in a
'negative'sense, in the form of a proh¡bition on expulsion. This could arguably be seen
to have a psychological impact, not only on decision-makers, but also on perceptions of
the public and on refugees themselves.

An asylum seeker may receive $51(1) protect¡on in a case where full asylum is refused,
or it is expressly ruled out under the legislation for people in his or her category, This
includes people coming from a safe third country lsee section 4.1); wa¡ and civil war
refugees granted temporary protection (section 4.2)¡ people who were already "safe
from political persecution" in another country (5 27 AsylvfG)s'?; or people who fear
persecution for reasons "arranged after the flight"s3 (528 AsylvfG).

ln deciding to refuse an asylum application, the BAFI is obliged to consider ¡f the
applicant would be at risk of political persecution if threatened with return to his or her
country of origin.ea lf so, she or he may receive 5 51 (1 ) temporary protection aga¡nst
removal if removal would create that r¡sk.

7.1 Scope of 651(1) protect¡on
Since the basic constitutional right to political asylum has been qualified, this category
of protection has gained more attent¡on and significance. As ¡t is granted to small but
growing number of applicants who are denied asylum, more lawyers see it as an
¡mportant tool for securing at least some protection. UNHCR and Amnesty lnternational
have expressed support for its ongo¡ng use and broad application in German law.

There are differing views about the precise breadth and interpretation of 551(1). Debate
continues about its relationship w¡th the concept of refugee status as defined in the
1951 Convention, with 516a Const¡tut¡onal asylum and with protect¡on under 553
Aliens Act. ln comparison to $ 16a asylum status, for example, one leading commentary
suggests that S51 could potent¡ally be wider because it ¡s not qualif¡ed by the

s] 
E 70 Asylvf G

tt This ¡s deemed to encompass any person who has spent three months in a third
country where he or she is not threatened w¡th political persecut¡on (sublect to evidence
suggesting that deportation from that country to face persecution cannot be ruled out w¡th
reasonable certainty): 527 AsylvfG

s3 ie, those whose threat of persecution is based on c¡rcumstances arising from
deliberate act¡ons or decisions taken only after leaving their country of origin: 5 28 AsylvfG

sa $31(a) AsylvfG; 551{2) Aliens Act
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"terrorist" exclusions ¡n artl F of the 1951 Convention.ss However other sources
suggest the provision should not be construed in an overly broad way. Most notably,
the "persecution" referred to in 551(1) has been found by the admin¡strative court to
include only acts perpetrated by an identifiable state actor.s6 This part¡cularly strict
interpretation means that domestic nonrcfoutement protection is not available to people
fearing persecution in countr¡es where no clearly identifiable government structure
exists, such as Somalia, or otherw¡se from non-state agents.

ln practice, 551(1)status has an important role to play in protecting people who come
to Germany through a "safe" third country, but who cannot be removed there for legal
or other reasons lsee section 4), Where it is clear that the person entered Germany
through such a safe country (for example, by arriving over land), it is not always
possible for the BAFI to ident¡fy the safe state in question. ln such cases, if the
applicant is threatened with persecution is his or her home country, he or she may
receive 951(1) status.

ln the f¡rst six months of 1 996, 5,276 people received 551(1)status, representlng
4.7o/o of the total 112249 decisions made. This was a significant ¡ncrease from 1 995,
when 4,681 551(1)grants were made, comprising 2.5o/o of the 2OO,188total
decisions. Accounts suggest that 5 51 (1 ) protection is gra nted in still more cases by the
courts on appeal (although no official statistics are available on the outcome of
appeals).

According to some observers, the increase in nonrefoulemenf protection can be linked
to the simultaneous decrease in grants of full asylum status.sT As BAFI decision-makers
become more aware of the operation of rules excluding full asylum for many applicants
lsee section 4), the grants of 516a status are dropping. Howeverthe statistics suggest
there are still many people who for various reasons cannot be removed' As a result, it
appears the judges and primary decision-makers may be looking for other ways to deal
with people threatened in their countries of origin, who cannot return, inter alia, to a
safe third country.

7.2 Rights attached
The rights granted with this status are more limited than those enjoyed by people
granted asylum under 516aof the German Const¡tution. Recognition under 551(1)is
still subject to appeal by the Federal Commissioner, but if no appeal is lodged within 6
weeks, the status is confirmed. At that point, the refugee is seen as entitled to the
rights conferred by the 1 951 Convention (which include an international travel
document; free movement; social assistance and work rights).

tu-A-uslè-0-d-qllleçX!.. ZDV commentary p2O9 97 <

t6 ZDWF (1995) 6, {1996) 5. Decision of 17.1o.95: BVerwG, urt v.17.1o.95 - 9 c
15/95 (München). This requirement for state participat¡on or complicity in persecution

applies not only in the test for 551{1) nonrefoulement protection, but also 516a asylum
and 553(6) protection in cases of fundamental right violations. lt is argued by some

German Iawyers that this provision conflicts with the ECTHR's recent decision in Ahmed
v Austr¡a 1.17 .12.96]|¡ see 8. 1 below)

" ZDWF (1 996) 3
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ln practice, the labour entitlement consists of a "special work permit" lBesondere
Aúe¡tsertaubnis), Theoretically this gives the rec¡p¡ent unrestricted access to the labour
market. ln practice, however, it proves very difficult for people with this "special"
permit to get employment other than in low-status, poorly paid jobs. ln terms of
housing , the I 5 1 (1 ) recipient is no longer obliged to l¡ve in a reception centre or state-
funded collective asylum seekers'accomodation. She or he may claim a housing
allowance, the amount of which depends on the number of persons in the household,
their income and the rent cost. Socral welfarc is also available after €51(1) recognition
under general social welfare lawsss (unlike before a decision is made, when special
restr¡cted provisions apply to asylum seekers).

A 851(1) protected person must also apply to the local Aliens Authority for a two-year,
renewable exceptional residence permit (Aufenthaltsbefuegn¡s). Under 57O of the
Asylum Procedure Act, applicants shall be granted this "residence title for exceptional
purposes.. if the [BAF] or a court has come to the non-appealable conclusion that the
conditions of 551(1) of the Aliens Act are met and that deportation of the alien is - not

.iust for a temporary period - precluded by legal or factual grounds".ss The Act's
reference to deportation which is precluded "not just for a temporary per¡od" appears to
be aimed at d¡st¡nguish¡ng 551(1) refugees from those given formal temporary
protection under 532a of the Aliens Act.

ln deciding the application for an exceptional residence permit, the local Aliens
Authority will consider whether there ¡s a third country which is required or prepared to
admit the applicant as a refugee under the 1 951 Convention. lt is unlikely that any such
country can be found in most cases; but the process is undenaken nevertheless and
may last several months. ln the meantime, the applicant receives a toleration permit
lDutdungl. The application will be refused if the person's expulsion has been ordered
"for serious reasons of public security and order".1o0

lf the temporary "exceptional" residence permit is granted, the holder may apply for
family reunificat¡on rights. This is at the discret¡on of the local Aliens Authority' lf
granted, the applicant's spouse and unmarried minor children also receive a temporary
entitlement to reside.

After two years, the temporary residence permit is automat¡cally renewable unless the
status is "forfeited" or the BAFI has revoked the person's recognition under 551(1).
Theoretìcally, this may happen (a) ¡f the person accepts a national passport from his or

her home country; (b) if the recognition is found to have been based on false
information, or (c) if the condittons which led to the recognition are no longer present'

Such a case might include where political changes have removed the previously-
existing ris! of persecution. ln practice, there appear to be no known cases of return on

this basis. However $51(1) refugees seeking to preserve their status are discouraged

s8 The average adult monthly welfare allowance was DM525 as at July 1996: ZDWF

and UNHCR (1 996) Guidelines f or Persons Recoonised as Entitled to Asvlum
(Asvlberecht¡ote) and Refuqees Recoqnised under $51{1) of the Aliens Act
{Konve ntionsflüc htlinqe) in the Federal Reoublic of Germanv 51

ss The translation ¡s by the lnterior Ministry: lnterior Mìnistry (1994) 58.

1oo 
5 70(2) Asylvf G
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among other things from travel in their home countryl0t, as this may suggest they are
no longer dependent on Germany's protection.

Where the temporary residence right is renewed continuously for a total of I years, the
holder may receive a permanent residence permit. This may be given if the person can
show that he or she holds a work permit, has housing sufficient for him or herself and
family; can provide for his or her own and family's subsistence, and has an adequate
command of the German language. The grant of the permanent res¡dence right remains
discretionaryr02 (although a refusal may be appealed in the courts).

After holding a permanent residence permit for three years, the person is entitled to a
"right to reside", which further requires a three-year record free of convictions for other
than a petty cr¡me. After lawful residence of 7 years, the resident may seek
naturalisation.

Expulsion of a person granted individual temporary protection against deportation under
551(1) can only occur on particularly serious grounds, for example, conviction of a
serious criminal offence. However even then it is not automatically possible to deport
the person to his or her country of origin, if the threat of persecution persists,

7,3 Comments on 551(11 protection
Some lawyers working in the system at present argue that 551(1) protection, along
with 553 status (see belowl will progressively gain importance for asylum seekers as
the scope of full asylum diminishes. The specific legislative provisions which now deny
many the right to apply for asylum, together with conservative applications of the
Const¡tutional asylum definition itself , suggest that 916a asylum in future will not be
widely available as a tool for protecting those facing broader kinds of danger, As a

result, some lawyers are putting efforts into f¡nding other categor¡ès of protection for
those who need it.

The rights which attend 551(1) protection are fairly extens¡ve. Notably, by comparison
with people in "additional" protection categories in some other countries, they are
commendably generous. The immediate (although discretionary) right to family
reunification and the full access to work rights, mainstream welfare and housing are
unusual. They suggest that integration can in practice be a real¡stic possibility for these
people, despite the temporary designation of their status.

Significantly, however, it appears the firm view of the lnterior Ministry that this status
is and should be seen as temporary. Concerns were expressed by Ministry personnel
about the de facto durat¡on of 551(1)protect¡on. lt was noted that 551(1)refugees are
effectively being permitted to stay permanently (and the anecdotal evidence confirms
that few such people are removed). ln that discussion, it was questioned whether the
provìsion was intended to operate in this way, giving people permanent residence

r01 zDwF and UNHCR (1996) 41
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r¡ghts, even after rejection of the¡r asylum claims,l03 However it is not clear how the
government ca¡, effectively remove such people within the limits of practicality and its
international obligations.

Accounts suggest that 551(1) is providing an important basis of protection for a small,
but growing group of asylum seekers. ln particular, it is significant for applicants
coming from safe third countries, who cannot be removed, The German law
acknowledges that these people cannot be returned under the 1951 Convention, and
designates them formally as "Convention refugees", However the fact that the
protection it offers is more limited than that given to Constitut¡onal refugees, may raise
questions about its securlty and quality.

L SUSPENSION OF DEPORTATION ON HUMANITARIAN GROUNDS: 553 Aliens Act
(individual temporary protection based on the r¡sk of rights violation)

Asylum seekers in Germany may qualify for temporary protection against removal based
on threats of violation of certa¡n rights in their country of origin. Under 553 of the
Aliens Act, a person shall not be deported to another state:
. where there is a "concrete danger" of being subiected to torture (553(1Ì Aliens Act);
. where that state is seeking the person for committing a criminal act, and he or she is
at r¡sk of the death penalty (553(2) Aliens Act); or
. expulsion would amount to violation of the ECHR (553{4) Aliens Act).

ln add¡t¡on, expulsion may be suspened where immediate and personal danger is shown
to life, bodily integrity or freedom (553(6) Aliens Act)). Unlike the protections ¡n the
other subparagraphs of 553, 553(6) creates only a power to suspend deportation,
rather than a legal obligation to do so,

8.1 Scope of 553 protection
The scope of 553 protection, and the relationship between the different rights it refers
to, rema¡ns controversial. There is also disagreement about its Interact¡on w¡th
Constitutional asylum status and 5 5 1 (1 ) Aliens Act protection.

According to reports, judicial emphasis generally in 553 cases has been on the
mot¡vation underlying a threat or evidence of inhuman treatment, rather than on the
subjective level of suffering experienced. ln other words, it focuses on the perpetrator
rather than the victim and the consequences for him or her of the perpetration.

The higher courts have del¡vered several decisions containing diverging views. To date,
the courts have applied 553 conservatively in most cases. On 17 October 1995, the
Federal Administrative Courtl0a sought to clarify its scope, and determined that the
threats referred to in 953 must come from a state actor (as is required for
Const¡tutional asylum and 95111l' nonrefoulement Prclection). This restriction of the
scope of protection to those persecuted by state agents {or with state compliance) has

103 This question was raised despite 570 AslvfG, which refers to the entitlement of
5 5 1 ( 1 ) refugees to residence rights on the grounds that deportat¡on is preclud ed, " not just
f or a temporary period " .

100 BVerwG, Urt v.17.1O.95 - 9 C 15/95 (Múnchen)
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been severely criticised. ln particular, it is contested by some that the narrow
construct¡on of the section by the German courts means that S53(4) offers inadequate
protection to rights enshrined in the ECHR. S¡nce the decision of the European Court of
Human R¡ghts in Ahmed v Austr¡a 117.12,56l., it is arguable that the German courts'
position is incompatible with international law. The European Court there found that
return to torture or inhuman or degrading treatment where no state actor was involved
could also constitute a potential violation of article 3.

ln its 1995 decision, the Federal Administrative Court also reiterated the v¡ew {shared
by the Government and the lnterior Ministry) that 553{6) could not be invoked by
people who flee from situat¡ons of general danger, as distinct from individual threat.
This interpretation limited the extent to which civil war victims could use 553 as a basis

for claiming protect¡on,10s However the Court in that judgment also noted that
involuntary return is impermissible under I53(6) where a "remarkable" probability exists
that the returnee will be exposed to danger to life, liberty or bodily integr¡ty. lt was
found that thls limitation is consistent wilh the Constitut¡onal guarantee of respect for
human dignity (51, Basic Lawl' On this basis, the Court found that return would be

prohibited if ¡t could fesult in the person's death. However it did not clearly indicate
what the requisite standard of proof for such a threat would be.

Following the October 1995.ludgment, courts have varied in the¡r approaches to
applying 553.106 ln general, it was felt that the standard of established llkelihood of
threat to life or liberty had to very high. Some courts took a very restrictive view,
f ¡nding that unless return would result in certain death, 553(6) did not apply to require
protection.roT ln November 1996, the Federal Administrat¡ve Court reiterated this str¡ct
approach. lt found that people at risk may be entitled 1o 553 protection in cases where
life and bodily integrity are in danger. However the onus of proof which must be

sat¡sfied is heavy. An entitlement to protection may be established in civil war cases
where armed conflict is such that "a situation of such extreme danger exists" that
those removed to that country are threatened with danger to life and limb which cannot
be prevented.los The court suggested that the authorities and courts in each individual

case must balance the protection ¡nterests of the foreigner on the one hand, against the
public interest in his or her removal on the other.10s

8.2 Claim and decision
5 53 protection cannot be requested specìfically. ln examining an asylum appl¡cation,

105 ZDWF I 995 p7

106 ZDWF 1 996 p5

107 ZDWF 1 996 p5 ( eg Federal Administrative Court decision of 29.i¡i.96, finding that
return to Monrovia would be possible if flights were available to effect it')

toB Summary report, Sueddeutsche Ze¡tunq, 13'xi.96

tos summary report, sueddeutsche zeitunq, 13,xi.96. ln cases where this high

threshhold requirement was not crossed, the Court confirmed that 51 6a asylum was not

available for refugees f leeing civil war or generalised violence. The only other f ormal basis

for protect¡on ol war and civil war refugees could accordingly be {32a of the

Auslaendergesetz {which is not applied in practice: see 4.2)'
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however, the BAFI is bound consider whether the asylum seeker faces one of the
threats $53 refers to ¡n the country to wh¡ch return is proposed,110 lf so, forcible
removal may (in the case of threats to life or libertylll) or must (for torture, the death
penalty or ECHR rights violationrl2) be suspended. The provisions are most usually
invoked in pracl¡ce by threatened victims of civil war. These include people from
Afghanistan, Angola, Liberia, Sierra Leone and Somalia.

The 553 class is said to provoke considerable frustration among BAFI decision-m akers.
It is sa¡d that some quest¡on the point of a determination system, if it ¡s not possible to
remove those who fail. it is felt that removal should be possible after the substantive
application for positive Consit¡tut¡onal asylum is considered and refused.

This suggests the decision-makers st¡ll clearly see 553 protection, like 551(1)
recognition, as a negative or exceptional class of status, rather than a positive
entitlement for people at risk. Where applicants do not qualify as refugees, the rat¡onale
is that removal should follow.

Beyond the literal wording of the legislation, it seems that awareness of the ECHR and
¡ts interpretat¡on among decision-makers is minimal. The BAFI did not issue formal
guidelines on the applicat¡on of $53 protect¡on to decision-makers until more than two
years after the sect¡on commenced. ln the past, UNHCR has been invited to give basic
train¡ng to BAFI officers, which included education about the ECHR and 553 objects. At
that stage, the level of recognit¡on of ECHR issues in application situations emerged as
very low. lnquiries have not indicated that any comprehensive training in the ECHR
criteria or application has followed. This suggests the poss¡bil¡ty that applicants at risk
of wider rights violations will not be identified and given the protection which the law
confers.lr3 The low rate of 553 grants at first ¡nstance may confirm this. Accord¡ng to
lnterior Ministry figures, in 1995, 553 protect¡on was granted to 3,631 people,
comprising 1.8o/o of the total 200,188 decisions. ln the first half of 1996, it was
accorded to 1 ,384 applicants 11 .23o/o of a total of 112,249 determ inat¡ons).

To date, th¡s suggests that the practical significance of 553 as a source of protection
has been limited. However it ¡s the view of some lawyers and academics that the non-
mainstream asylum protections, such as $51(1) and $53, will gradually become more
relevant with time, as grants of 516a asylum become more l¡mited, Those provisions
may become the more creat¡ve sources of principle for people whose r¡ghts are
threatened than trad¡tional Constitutional asylum status. Apart from the quest¡on of
scope, however, there are questions which arise about the qual¡ty of 553 protection
(wh¡ch are discussed below).

tto 931(3) Asylvf G

"t 9 53(6) Aliens Act

", E 5 53(1 ), (2), f 4) Atiens Act

rr3 Some reports have also suggested that there may be a culture of reluctance among
primary decision-makers to grant 5 53 status because th¡s must be just¡f ied to the local
BAFI senior officer. Refusals or grants of S 16a asylum, by contrast, are rarely questioned
internally.
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8.3 Rights attached
The legal entitlements available to holders of 553 protection are very limited. The Aliens
Act states that a person who cannot be deported on 553(6) grounds is entitled to a

" Duldung " or toleration only.11a

lJnder Dutduing, a tolerated person may receive a two-year residence authorisation, ll1is
can be extended ¡n some circumstances, but its renewal ¡s not automatic, unlike the
temporary residence issued to 551(1) ref ugees. Significantly, no family reunification is
permitted at all. A tolerated person may apply for a qualified work permit which may
issue, depending on the state of the labour market and other factors.ll5 ln filling work
vacancies, however, the employment authority is bound to give preference to German
and EU citizens, Social benefits are available under the terms of the special provisions
which apply to asylum seekers, This means that only a very small cash allowance and
some benef its in kind are available to 5 53 recipients.

8.4 Comments on 553 protection
ln a system with broadly-applying barriers to the mainstream application process (such

as the safe th¡rd country policy discussed above) add¡tional safeguards such as 553 are
very important. By lim¡ting the circumstances in which such people can be expelled
unde¡ domeslic law, the provision contributes to ensuring that w¡der international and
moral obligations towards asylum seekers are not violated.

The wording of the sect¡on appears to call for a liberal approach, which would be
consistent with the German Constitutional context, emphasising broader notions of
fundamental rights. But despite the apparent intent of the legislators, the figures for
953 grants in recent years suggest it has not been applied widely by the decision-
makers. lt is arguable that the BAFI's approach to 5 53 is not suff ¡c¡ently oriented
towards the need for wider rights protection beyond traditional refugee status. Further,
a more generous application of the rule was not encouraged by the recent strict
interpretat¡on by the Federal Administrative Court of the level of persecut¡on required
before protection will be available. This may need to change following the ECTHR

decision in Ahmed v Austria 117,12.96|,. That judgment appears to require more
protection for people threatened with article 3 risks from non-state actors.

Apart from the question of its scope, however, it ¡s strongly arguable that the gualitY ol
553 protection is not satisfactory. The mere "toleration" of 553 recipients means they
have no practical means of forging a legal existence beyond the limited means of
asylum seekers' social assistance. This is made worse by the fact that, accord¡ng to
most accounts, such people must remain under "toleration" in Germany for many years,
ineligible for wider protections and yet not removable, because of the ongoing risks
they face. lf the authorìties accepl that such people genuinely require protection, it ¡s

submitted that a more formal legal status and basic attendant rights would be in the
interests both of themselves and the state, This would also bô consistent w¡th the
Constitut¡onal guarantee of respect for human dignity which is said to be one of the
bases of ç53 protect¡on.

As it stands, 5 53 status may arguably serve to undermine the concept of meaningful

r¿ 
5 55{2) Aliens Act

r15 IGC 1 995 15O para4.7 .4
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protect¡on. By offering lesser status and minimal entitlements to people excluded from
"full" asylum, it arguably fulfils the letter, but not the spirit, of the state's wider human
rights duties. Such a form of protection is needed, but it must offer more rights in order
to be meaningful in its application.



ASYLUM DETERMINATION IN GERMANY

SUMMARY OF MAIN POINTS

CLAIM LEVEL

- Exclusion from asvlum process: Under German law, the Const¡tutional right to political
asylum "shall not be invoked" by certain categories of asylum seeker. Domest¡c
legislation implements this limitation by precluding access to the application process for
(a) people coming from safe third countries; and (b) war and civil war refugees receiving
temporary protection. lsection 4)

- lt appears the application of these rules is problematic, ¡n both principle and practice.

under the rules, scope exists for designated groups of war and civil war refuoees to
receive temporary protection, but only on condition that they do not apply for asylum
on indivìdual grounds. such people would not be entitled to asylum, even if they fell
within the Convention criteria. ln practice, however, th¡s provis¡on has not been applied

to date. The largest group of civil war refugees in recent years comprised those fleeing
from civil conflicts in the former Yugoslavia, and most of them received ad hoc leave to
remain, or were tolerated in Germany. These temporary arrangemenls have now
concluded, and those without some other lawful basis for their stay are theoretically
liable to removal. lsections 4.2, 8.1 )

- The rules can deny protection to safe third country applicants who require it. This is
partly because of the difficulty of contradictinq the Þresumption of safetv in an

individual case of threat in the third country. Further, it is questionable whether German

law in practice will prevent return of a person lo a third country, which could further
return him or her 1o a fourth country, which could refoule him or her. lsection 4.ll

- Rules prohibiting initial access will not necessar¡ly take the applicant out of the
determ¡nation process altogether. ln the large majority of cases of refusal on safe third
country grounds, removal to the third country is not possible (usually because of that
country,s refusal to accept return, or difficulties in identifying it). The decision-makers
are then required to examine the applicant's circumstances and decide if he or she must
be given an alternat¡ve form of protection' {sections 4.7, 7, 8)

- The ongoing situation of many refused non-deportees is unsatisfactory. Low rates of
removal to safe third countries and otherwise reveal the difficulty of enforcing the

decision to exclude. Yet many people who remain in Germany after exclusion are left
with temporary or limited levels of protection, or "tolerated" with few effective legal

rights. Such people may remain in legal limbo indefinitely, (sections 4'1' 7' 8)

- At the claim stage, information given about the asylum procedure to applicants is

minimal. According to lnterior Ministry officials, border guards and decision-makers
should (although they are not bound to) explain the process 1o applicants at its
commencement. Anecdotal evidence suggests that explanat¡ons are not always given,

or are given in unclear or inadequate terms. lt appears most applicants do not

undersiand their rights, obligations or the significance of the primary interview based on

th¡s explanation alone. (sectrons 3.2, 6.1)

- Most applicants have no real opportunity to seek legal or other independent advice
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before the interview, This is partly because the minimal availability of state funding for
legal aid or assistance, and widespread practitioner willingness to act for asylum
seekers, who usually have few resources. Str¡ct time limits during the processes (in
particular the airport procedure) may also make ¡t diff¡cult. This inability to seek advice
exacerbates the problem of lack of awareness about the processes. (secf/o ns 3.2,3.3,
6.1 )

PRIMARY DECISIONS

- As the major means of identifying relevant facts, all determination procedures in
Germany use an oral hearing or interview, Some questions arise about the effectiveness
of the interviews in some cases. These include the following.

- The decision-maker may refuse to accept further evidence after the interview
stage, if it could delay the decision. This may effectively exclude persuasive and
important relevant material, given that the important issues may not be identified until
the hearing stage. lsection 3.2)

- During the airport procedure, applicants are required to be inlerviewed
"immediately", irrespective of their physical or mental state. This may affect the quality,
presentation and detail of the information which the applicant can give. (section 6.1)

- Without access to clear, ¡mpartial inlormation about the process, many
applicants do not understand the nature or s¡gnificance of the primary interview. This
may prevent them communicating all relevant details. The decision may thus be made
on incomplete evidence. As the judicial appeal process is ususally conducted "on the
papers", and does not ¡nvolve a personal hearing, iÎ may be difficult to correct such
errors. lsection 3.3)

- Some accounts suggest that questioning techniques used by primary decision-
makers are not always satisfactory. ln some cases, they indicate ignorance about
conditions in countries of origin. ln others, probing inquiries appear to go beyond
legitimate credibility testing. They may suggest an intent¡on to provoke the applicant to
make an error or fail to answer, which could then be used 10 justify rejection. (section
6.1 )

- ln safe third country cases, applicants are not adm¡tted to the asylum procedure, and
investigation of the claim is limited to ascertaining the applicant's route. Th¡s means
that there is no consideration at the primary stage of whether the applicant may be
unsafe in an otherwise safe third countrv in his or her particular case. lsection 4.1)

- ln the accelerated process, the authorities have power to reject a person perceived to
be makinq statements wh¡ch are " unsubsta ntiated or contradictorv". This may benefit
artìculate or better-prepared applicants and disadvantage genuine clalmants who are ill-
educated or traumatised by experiences. Given the lack of suspensive effect of appeals,
this means that a decision made on a highly subiective basis may be practically
unreviewable. lsections 5.1 , 5,2)

- Applicants coming from "safe" countries of origin may be rejected as manifestly
unfounded under an accelerated process. lt is arguable that the primary decision
procedure does not give these applicants a realistic opportunity to rebut the
presumption of safetv in the circumstances of their individual cases. with no right of in-
country appeal, most appl¡cants are also unable to challenge the presumption before the
coult. (section 5,1 )
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- Most asvlum seekers do not rece¡ve
stage. This can make it difficult for lawyers at the rev¡ew stage to correct
misapprehensions or amb¡guities which appear in the record of interview. The courts are

said to rely to a considerable extent on that primary record in making their decision on
appeal. lsections 3.2, 3.3)

REVIEW

- The administrative court on review is empowered to decide the appeal afresh on the
merits. While it is possible in law to put fresh evidence or raise new arguments on
appeal, it may be problematic to do so in practice. ln most asylum cases, the court does
not hear the appl¡cant in person. This may mean that defects wh¡ch occur at the
primary stage can persist and prevent a genuine claimant from receiving
recognition. (sec tions 3.3, 6.2)

- ln the airport procedure, the Constitutional Court has establ¡shed a qeneral r¡qht to
leqal reoresentation after a primary claim is refused. This acknowledges the difficulties
caused by time constraints and mental pressure under the airpon procedure. ln practice,
however, the entitlement may be of limited use, unless positive steps are taken to fund
advice or ensure that more lawyers are prepared to act. (section 6'2)

- ln addition to hearing appeals on asylum decislons, the courts are empowered 1o

review a refusal to grant alternative 5 51{1) or t53 status. This provides a further
¡mportant safeguard to people who are ineligible for asylum, but who face threats to
their safety or fundamental rights. ln practice, however, it will often be difficult for such
people to exercise their appeal rights, particularly where ¡odging an appeal does not
automatically suspend deportation. lsections 7,8)

- The Federal Administrative Court has jurisdiction to hear challenoes to the safe third
countrv and safe countrv of oriqin lists which are established by the legislature'
However no such reviews have succeeded to date. The court's power is restricted to
reviewing the legality of the decision to include a country on the list, which may limit
the scope for challenge considerably. lsections 4'1,5,1)

IMPLEMENTATION

- The number of people physically removed from Germany is far lower than the number
o{ refusals. Many applicants do not qualify for positive protection under the strict
asylum criteria, but cannot be removed for a variety of legal and practical reasons.

lsections 4.1 , 5. 1 )

- A proportion of these people who cannot be expelled receive protect¡on under 5 51 (1 )

of the Aliens Act, either at first instance, or on appeal. ln particular, it covers people

who cannot be removed to a "safe" third country (either because ¡t cannot be

identified, or that country refuses return). lf they can show a risk of persecution in their
origin countries, they may receive 551(1) ptotection lo prcvenl! rcfoulement. Despite

the acknowledged threats which they face, however, 851(1) protection is defined as

"exceptional", and represents a negative stay on removal, rather than a positive or

actively conferred form of protection. lsect¡on 7)

- Others may be given humanitarìan orotection against expulsion under 553 of the
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Aliens Act, This occurs if they can establish a risk on return of torture, exposure to the
death penalty, ECHR rights violation or concrete danger to life and freedom. Courts in
the past have interpreted 553 in divergent ways. ln recent years, however, primary
decision makers have not taken such a liberal view of 553's scope, grant¡ng ¡t in only
1.8o/o ol the total decisions made.tl6 (section 8.2)

- lt has been suggested that the scope of humanitarian and article 3/ECHR-based
protection under 553 should increase following the dec¡sion of the European Court of
Human R¡ghts in Ahmed. The oualitv of that status, however, arguably remains less
than adequate. Despite being acknowledged as a person requiring protect¡on, 553
entitles an applicant to "toleration" only, with no general entitlement to family
reunification, social secur¡ty, housing benefits or a mainstream work permit. lsection
8.4)

- Further, the broadened application of 553 to threatened people may effectively
undermine notions of comprehensive refuqee Þrotection. By providing only "second-
grade" protection for people at risk of wider rights violations, the provision removes the
impetus to grant them full legal recognit¡on and enforceable civil rights. Effectively
construed, $ 53 may represent a notional fulf ilment of Germany's international
obligations towards aliens in its jurisd¡ct¡on, but it is arguable that it does not respond
10 the¡r need for comprehensive and secure protection lsections 8.3, 8.41

CONCLUSION

Germany's asylum law system has seen significant changes in recent years. Many of
these were introduced with the aim, among other things, 1o deal w¡th a dramatic
increase in applicant numbers since the late 1980s, and to alleviate some of the burden
on the determination system.

ln seeking to exclude many applicants at the primary claim stage, however, it is

arguable that the changes have created problems at other levels in the system.
Alternative protection categories are being invoked more frequently to give necessar¡ly
protection for these people who should not be returned to face danger. Many primary
decision-ma kers, under pressure of t¡me and workload, are producing decisions based
on inadequate evidence and of questionable quality. The appeals process, which should
provide a check on the f¡rst level, is impeded by tight time limits and bans on ¡n-country
appeals. These often make ¡t effectively impossible for appellants to pursue their claims.
On this basis, it is argued that it is questionable whether German determination
mechanisms are operating effectively to identify those who need protect¡on, and to
provide it at an adequate and humane level.

'16 1995 f igures. This contrasts with 1 17,939 re.lections (58.9%) and 16,262 grants

of asylum {8.5%) {ZDWF {1995) 2)
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ASYLUM DECISIONS lN GERMANY: 1995-96

1995

Decision or
status type

Asylum
($ 16a Constìtution)

Nonrefoutement
(551(1)Aliens Act)

Temporary protection
against torture or
rights violation
($ 53 Aliens Act)

Rejection

Number of people
recognised

Claims pending at 31 .1 2.95

Period: I January-31 December
Total decisions made: 2OO,l 88

16,262

4,641

3,631

117 ,939

a2,642

1995

1996

Decision or
status type

Asylum
(6 1 6a Constitution)

Nonrefoulement
(E 51 (1 ) Aliens Act)

Temporary protection
aga¡nst torture or r¡ghts
violation (553 Aliens Act)

Fìeje ctio n

Percentage
of total decis¡ons

8.51o

2.5o/o

1 .8o/o

58.9%

Number of people
recognised

14,389

I,711

2,O82

126.652

Claims pending at 31 , 1 2.96 48,660

Period: 1 January-31 December 1996
Total dec¡s¡ons made: 194,451

Source: Federal Ministry of the lnterlor bulletin
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of total decisions

7 .4o/o

5 o/o

1.1%
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lntroduction

This report contains the f¡ndings of research conducted dur¡ng a v¡sit to Austr¡a on
October 24-27 1996. The research trip included a v¡s¡t to the Bundesasylm¡ (Federal
Refugee Office) in Vienna, discussions with members of its senior staff and a meeting
with a specialist lawyer with links to a major welfare organisat¡on which offers
assitance ol all kinds to refugees and asylum seekers in Vienna and regional areas of
Austria,

Austria was included on the research programme for a number of reasons. lts
geographical pos¡tion, along one of the EU's external borders, has meant that it has
received asylum seekers travelling from many countries 1o the east and south-east of
Europe. As a wealthy country with relatively few asylum requests until recently, it was
seen as a counlry which might have the capacity to provide an innovat¡ve and
principled asylum process which could work effectively and efficiently. W¡th the
increase in asylum applicat¡ons in recent years, and plans to amend the maior statutory
instruments in the near future, the researchers were also interested to learn what
changes were being discussed, and what the ramifications for process and the scope of
protection In the region could be.

1. BACKGROUND

ln geographical terms, Austria's position is significant as the last state wh¡ch physically
d¡vides the EU and 'western' Europe from central and Eastern Europe. Many asylum
seekers come through or from its near eastern neighbours. As a wealthy state and
gateway 10 the west, it is seen both as a transit state and an asylum destination in
itself by potent¡al refugees.

Austria has a long history of offering protection within its borders to asylum seekers.
Since 1 956, when some 18O,O00 Hungarians sought refuge from the conf lict in the¡r
territory, waves of people requiring shelter have come approximately once a decade.r
Relat¡ve to some of its Western European neighbours, however, Austria has received
comparatively few asylum applications in recent years.

ln 1984-87, the average was less than 8,50O annually. That rose in 1 988-1 991 to just
under 22,000 applications per year. The sudden and dramalic increase provoked the
Parl¡ament to introduce the Asylum Act in 1991. The Act, which came into force on 1

June 1992, is generally credited with effectively and substant¡ally reducing applicant
numbers since then. After its introduction in 1991, a year in which 27,306 people

applied for asylum, the average number of applications in the period 1992-5 fell to
below 8,OOO. Of these, the recognition rate by European standards is relatively high. ln
1 995, asylum was granted in some 12.5o/o o'l decisions made; while in 1 996 to August,
the f ¡gure was 8.35%.'?

ASYLUM DETERMINATION IN AUSTRIA

1 For a brief descriptìon of these groups and their arrival patterns, see the UNHCR
newsletter published by the UNHCR regional off ice in Vienna (August 1 9961

'z Caritas Austria (1 996) Länderbericht Österreich 1
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The 1 991 Act contains a range of stringent measures which limit access to asylum
procedures for some groups, and restr¡ct certain rights withìn the procedures for others.
The Act has been strongly crit¡cised over time by prominent actors in the field, including
UNHCR and Caritas Austria, among other things for its rigidity and the narrow scope of
its protections. The application of laws applying to asylum seekers, both in the Asylum
Act and elsewhere, has also been the focus of attack. Partly in response to these
cr¡ticisms, the Parliament proposes to amend the Act ¡n 1997, but the precise form of
the proposed changes has not yet been made public.

There are several statutes and procedural instruments which are relevant to refugee
determination and protection in Austria. Some significant features of the laws and
practlce are described below.

2. PROTECTION CRITERIA

People seeking asylum in Austria may be eligible for one of the following forms of
status.

2.1 Asvlum, which may be granted to people who satisfy the 1951 Convention refugee
definition under 53 of the Asylum Act. Where granted, the rights conferred on the
refugee with asylum status are quite extensive. They include a comprehensive program

a¡med at integrating the refugee into life in the Austr¡an community. Family
reunification, however, is not automatically available as a means of bringing immediate
family members into the country. (See further discussion in section 6 below,
"lmplementation").

2.2 Protection aqainst removal to persecution or inhuman treatment' lf a person is

d"t"rrnin"d not io be a refugee, or if previously-granted refugee status is forfeited3, she

or he may be subject to an exclusion order under the Aliens Act. This order is made by
the Federal Police Author¡ty lBundespolizeidirekt¡on), whicll is responsible for
deportations as well as for control of the borders'

under 537{2), an al¡en may not be deported or subiect to forcible return if "there are

valid grounds for assuming that his life or freedom would be endangered" in the
proposed destination country, on grounds of race, religion, nationality, social group

membership or political opinion. This rellects lhe nonrefoulemerf pr¡nciple from art 33
of the 1951 Convention. 537(1)extends this prohibition to cases where there are f¡rm

reasons to believe that he would be ¡n danger of being sub.iected to inhuman treatment
or pun¡shment, or to capital punishment, in the state to which expulsion is proposed.

Thus the domestic provision requires protection for people threatened with r¡ghts

vìolâtions contrary to art3 of the ECHR or art3 of the Convention Against Torture, as

well as for those at risk of art 33 nonrcfoulement.

A declaralory decision on whether the person is endangered within the meaning of

3 Eb(1)(3) of the Asylum Law provides that a person loses refugee status if the

competent authority i¡nds that art 33(2) of the 1 951 Convent¡on is satisfied, namely that

the person constitutes a danger to the community or to national security. This occurred in

relat¡on to Mr Sharif Hussein Ahmed, the complainant ¡n the European Court ol Human

Rights (ECtHR) case o1 AhmedvAustr¡alcase71l199515771663;judgmentof 17.12.961
(see 51 2-16,25t.
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537(1) or (2) must be made by the Federal Police Authority on request from the alien
(5 54(1)). Without a request, there is no independent obligation requiring the police 10

consider whether removal is prohibited. The person is entitled to be informed of his or

her r¡ght to make a request, and may do so in the course of proceed¡ngs for an

expulsion order or residence ban lAufenthaltsverbotl. Any appeal against a declaratory
decision by the police that removal is not prohibited must be determined within one
week (5 54(3)). Removal may not be carried out dur¡ng that time, until the 5 54 decision
is final. A substantive appeal against expulsion or refusal of entry can however only be

brought after removal,

The $37 rule on its face is broad in scope, and appears capable of giving protection to
a wide range of people with fundamental rights at r¡sk, who do not qualify for refugee
status. lt prohibits not only deportation (Abschiebung) and forcible return

\Zurückschiebung), but also refusal of entry at the border (Zurückwe¡sung). lf admitted
or allowed to rema¡n under 537, however, an alien is 'tolerated' only, and receives no

formal legal status or entitlements {see 6.2 below}. By providing a specific legal basis

for protect¡on against expulsion to torture, it appears to fit within Austr¡a's general

internat¡onal obligations. However this negative orientation of the rule and the lack of
positive rights accompanying it suggest that 937 does not confer effective 'protection'
at a satisfactorily level. The application of the provision in recent years has also been
questioned, Criticism centres on the restrictive application of the rule, and the nature of
the body with responsibility for making the dec¡sion.

UNHCR maintained in October 1994 that the question of nonrefoulemenf was regarded
"according to prevailing practice, as having already been evaluated.. if an administrat¡ve
decision rendered in the asylum procedure concludes that an asylum seeker is not a

refugee.."a. Such a narrow approach is not only inconsistent with the plain wording of
the provision, but robs 537 of any independent scope or purpose additional to
Convention refugee status.

The allocation of the determination role to Alien Police authorities is also problematic'

Alien police in general are not legally qualified and do not appear to receive specific
training about 1 951 Convention or. ECHR obligations, or how they might arise for an

individual asylum seeker before them. Further, ¡t is suggesled that their decisions in

many cases are effectively unaccountable. Appeals against expulsion or refusal of entry
can only be made after removal. ln practice, this makes it very difficult or impossible for
most asylum seekers to bring viable appeal proceedings. On this basis, it seems

doubtful whether the 537 mechanism is being applied as intended to give real

protect¡on to those at risk of wider rights violations.

The scope and effect of 537'protection' ¡n Austria was at issue in the major case of

Ahmed v Austrias decided recently by the European Court of Human Rights. That case

involved a refugee who had recieved asylum status, but whose status was revoked

after he committed attempted robbery. His status was revoked on the grounds that he

had comm¡tted a "particularly ser¡ous crime" under the domestic equivalent of art 33(2)

of the 1 951 Convention, and was a "danger to the country". Domestic courts had

4 UNHCR (1994) Proposals for a revision of the 1 991 Asvlum Act in conformitv with
international law 13

u (Case 71 1199515771663;judgment of 17.12'961
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found that 537 did not apply to prevent his removaf on the grounds that it only referred
to threats emanating from a state or its agents. Such threats could not exist in Somalia
because all state structures had collapsed ¡n the course of the civil war. The European
Commission of Human Rights rejected this view, finding that art 3 imposes obl¡gations
on an asylum state whenever a threat to an applicânt's life and security arises,
including when emanating from'those who hold substant¡al power in the State, even
though they are not the government'. The European Court accepted the f¡nd¡ngs of the
Commission, although without expressing its own reasons for adopting the wider view
of art 3's scope. As a result, ¡t appears that people at risk of torture or inhuman or
degrading treatment threatened by non-governme ntal sources w¡ll be protected by 537.
It remains to be seen how the Austrian legislature and courts will apply 537 (or any
substitute or amended version) in the light of this decision.

2.3 Temporarv protection for threatened qrouÞs.Under 912 of the Residence Law, the
Federal Government has power to issue decrees "during times of heightened
international tension, armed conflict or other circumstances that endanger the safety of
entire populat¡on groups.." under which "d¡rectly affected groups of aliens who can find
no protect¡on elsewhere shall be accorded a temporary right of residence" in Austria.

Under this rule, citizens of Bosnia-Herzegovina enter¡ng Austria before July 1 993, who
were forced to leave their country to escape the confllcts, and who did not find
protect¡on elsewhere, have been given collective temporary protect¡on. This protection
has brought them extensive r¡ghts to remain, be reunited with family members and
work in Austria (see section 6.3 below). Those rights are presently assured until 31
August 1997.

2,4 lndiv¡dual temÞorarv orotection on humanitarian qrounds. A person who does not
receive asylum may be given exceptional permission to remain in very extreme
c¡rcumstances, where return is not possible for reasons of human¡ty. E8(1) of the
Asylum Law provides that this alternative status may be available "in cases particularly
deserving of cons ideration... if expulsion is not possible in fact or in law or could not,
for cogent reasons, be reasonably expected owing to the situation in his home
country.. "

ln theory, this gives rise to a limited r¡ght of residence in such "deserving" cases. The
protection offered is discretionary, temporary and cannot be applied for. Residence is
permitted for up to one year, with the possibility of renewal if the person st¡ll cannot be
removed at the end of the period ($8(2) Asylum Law). The provision is not legally
enforceable by asylum seekers seeking to show they satisfy its criter¡4, and its refusal
¡s not justiciable in any court or administrative body.6

The legislature hailed this provision as a "major innovation" when first introduced ¡n the
1991 Aôt. However in 1994, UNHCR argued that its application was unsatisf actory and
that ¡t remained a "dead letter" in the law7. There are no available statistics for its grant

6 As found in the Administrative Court decision 71 93lo1lQ545of 29.1O.93

'UNHCR {1994} 13
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to retused asylum seekerss, but the consensus was that it has been
given in only a very few cases.

It appears that inc¡dence of 58 grant has remained low. Since the arrival of a new
regime in the Federal Asylum Off ice l9undesasylamt: "BA") in early 1996, however, it
is suggested that this humanitarian protection has been awarded somewhat more
widely and appropriately. One case has been noted of its grant to a Burundian applicant
who did not qualify for asylum, but who was so traumatised by experiences of violence
perpetrated against the person's family, that that person could not humanely be sent
back.

UNHCR has called for legal status in the form of a limited residence r¡ght to be accorded
fairly to people who are refused asylum, but who require prolection on other legitimate
grounds.s Despite its lim¡tations at the levels of enforceability and justiciability, 58 of
the Asylum Law at least does provide some clear statutory basis for such people to
receive the protect¡on they need.

2.5 Dulduno. "Toleration" in Austria is not a form of positive protecl¡on, but rather a

necessary and unsatisfactory means of dealing with people who cannot be expelled
because it is practically or factually impossible. Tolerated people have no formal legal
entitlements to welfare, to work or otherwise to integrate ¡nto Austrian society. ln the
absence of state support, they may receive some material help from the charity or
church agencies, or work on the black market. Because it ¡s d¡fficult to find illicit work
without documentat¡on or the German language, many such people stay for a short
time only ¡n Austria. lt is bel¡eved that they e¡ther move back to transit countries from
wh¡ch they came; less frequently, to the¡r countr¡es of origin, if no alternative exists; or
in most cases, on to another asylum state to try for protection again.

3. INITIAL CLAIMS

People seeking protected status in Austria must first have access to the asylum
process. Among the provisions introduced in the 1 991 Act to deal with large scale
influxes, several have had a significant impact at the access level.

3.1 Restrictions on lawful entrv. Stricter controls have been placed on entry to Auslria,
including a rule which effectively denìes lawful entry to asylum seekers not coming
"directly" from their country of origin.

Under 56 of the Asylum Law, asylum seekers who do come directly from the country
where they claim to fear persecutionr0 may enter without formality (ie without passport

8 Caritas Austria (1996) The Asvlum Picture 7

'g UNHCR (1994) 15

ro "Directly", according to a decision of the Administrative Court, means directly from
the country where persecution is feared, without any intermediate stop or pa ssage through
another country. This means entry can only be directly from a country neighbouring
Austria, or by air with no stopover. (Taucher, W in Care G: A Guide to Asvlum Law and
Practice in the EU (ILPA 1995). However it is said that in pract¡ce, "d¡rect" arrival is
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or visa). This is applied to mean that in the reverse situation, people who come
indirectly are generally refused leave to enter by the Al¡en Police Authority. As a result,
it is said that almost all asylum seekers enter the terr¡tory illegally. lf found, they are
usually detained.
ln cases of entry other than directly from the persecuting stale, nonrefoulement may
still be invoked under statute to prevent an applicant's return to a country where he or
she would face persecution (537 Aliens Law). However the decision whether to admit a
person, or whether he or she meets the protect¡on criteria, is made by legally
unqualified border officers. As discussed above, the conferral of such extensive powers
on border guards, whose primary task ¡s to prevent unlawful entry to Aust¡ia, is
problematic (see section 2.2).

There are no available statistics to show the number of asylum seekers rejected at the
border. ln addition, in physical terms, ¡t is said that Austr¡a's eastern borders are being
more strictly pol¡ced than in previous times. As border controls to the west have
relaxed since Austria's admission to the EU, they are tightening to its east.

3.2 Restrictions on entitlement to asvlum. The right to asylum is denied to certain
categories of asylum seeker, Under 92(21 of the Asylum Law, a person cannot rece¡ve
asylum among other things if she or he relies on grounds of persecut¡on "brought about
by him in Austria for the purposes of being granted asylum"; or if she or he was
"already safe from persecution in a third country". Further, asylum shall not be granted
to aliens who have applied and been refused in a country "adher¡ng" to the 1951
Convent¡on. lt is suggested that in many cases in pract¡ce, the decis¡on-mak¡ng
authority does not give real consideration to whether the individual applicant before
them was safe in his or her circumstances; or whether there is actual adherence in that
country, provided it is a signatory to the Convent¡on.t1 (See further discussion of the
safe third country rule, section 4.2,2)

3.3 ApÞlications from outs¡de Austr¡a. A procedure has been introduced which permits
applicants to lodge asylum requests from abroad. Aliens not present within the terr¡tory
may file an application for asylum with an Austr¡an diplomatic missions in a foreign
countr¡es, but not in their country of origin (5'1 2(2) Asylum Law). No stat¡st¡cs are
available for grants of asylum abroad. However according to anecdotal reports, general
experìence shows it is stat¡stically irrelevant.

4. PRIMARY DECISIONS

4,1 Standard determination process

ln the mainstream determination procedure, there are a number of features which
appear to facilitate good decision-making without unreasonably restricting the rights of
asylum seekers or excessively burdening the state.

inlerpreted differently by different provincial Asylum Authority branches: Car¡tas Austr¡a
(1996) The Asvlum Picture 2

1r UNHCR (1995) Flüchtlinqsalltaq in Österreich
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. State-funded leaal assistance. There is no legal aid as such to help applicants to pay

for a private tawyer of their choice during the asylum process. Under 523 of the Asylum
Law, however, the Minister for lnternal Affairs has power to "appoint refugee advisers
to assist aliens in matters relating to the right of asylum". These advisers are obliged,
on request, to provide al¡ens with information concerning the right of asylum; assist
them w¡th submission of asylum applications; represent aliens in the statutory
procedures; and assist in connection with the translation of documents and providing
interpreters,12

ln the view both of the BA and those working with applicants, this faci¡ity works well
both for applicants and decision'makers ' The BA perceives advantages in having
lawyers on hand who are familiar with the system. As they are physically present on

the BA off¡ce premises, they are readily accessible for applicants before and during
primary interviews. They have expert¡se in asylum law, and are generally familiar with
the practice and approach of decision-makers at the BA branch office where they are

stationed. A degree of mutual trust may develop between the decision-makers and the
legal advisers. This means in many cases that BA officers are more inclined to take
heed of the arguments and evaluations put forward by the advisers, because of positive

experiences which have demonstrated thelr respons¡ble conducl of past cases. The BA

did not consider that this familiarity and comfortable working relationship prejudices

applicants. lt is not perceived, for example, that advisers are less likely 1o press a

deserving case as far as is necessary and appropriate in face of a BA rejection.

People outside the BA expressed some reservations about whether the level of service
is enough to meet demand. Presently, eight refugee advisers work a maximum of e¡ght

hours per week under contract with the Ministry of lnteriorl3. lt is quest¡oned whether
this is sufficient to provide help to all of the asylum seekers requiring it in each of the
BA offices. lt is also suggested that not all appl¡cants are made aware that they may
seek advice from this source.

ln add¡t¡on to the state-appointed lawyers, non-governmental organ¡salions prov¡de legal

advice, including a major service offered by Caritas Austria. UNHCR is also engaged in a
joint project with Caritas to provide legal assistance through private lawyers, who are

being encouraged to learn about and pract¡se more in the asylum field' At present,

asylum law is apparently not seen as such an attractive or well-recognised area by

many private practitioners.

. lnformat¡on available to dec ision-m a kers. ln considering factual questions relating to
claims, the BA relies on a wide range of information sources. These include extensive
material from non-governmental agencies, such as Amnesty lnternational and Human

R¡ghts Watch; and Austrian government departments, including reports from the
Foreign Ministry and an lnterior Ministry department known as the Human Rights

lnstitute, uNHCR also provides a considerable amount of country and group-specific

data. BA decision-makers are permitted to seek information from any source they think
appropriate, without official restriction. The sources of materials are disclosed to
applicants if contentious, if requested by the applicant or if disclosure is otherwise
appropriate. As a result, decisions will generally be based on comprehensive and

r'?!23(2) Asylum Law

I3 Caritas Austria (1996) 4
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current data.

4.2 Application of criteria

ln addition to these pos¡tive aspects, there are other features of decision-making in the
Austrian system which raise concerns about its adequacy in terms of efficacy and
principle.

. Exclusions. Under 53 of the Asylum Act, asylum shall be granted ¡f "it ¡s
satisfactorily established that the asylum seeker is a refugee lwith¡n the 1951
Conventionl and the granting of asylum is not precluded by other laws".ra ln effect,
this formulation requires the BA firstly to make a preliminary determinat¡on as to
whelher the person meets the criteria of art 1A(2) of the 1 951 Convention; and if so,
then secondly to consider if he or she is otherwise prevented from receiving asylum,

ln practice, ¡t was suggested that the tendency is for the authorities to consider firstly ¡f
grounds for exclusion apply. Assessment of the grounds for persecution, or "refugee
characteristics" - which is supposed to precede consideration of whether asylum is

excluded - is deferred until after this preliminary step or not done at all, ¡f the authorities
believe that there ¡s a reason for denying the entitlement. This reversal of the order of
the reasoning process has been crit¡cised by UNHCR and others as inconsistent with
the spir¡t and principle of protection embodied in the 1 951 Convention.

¡ Rioid aoolication of the safe third countrv orinciple, Under Austrian law, asylum may
not generally be granted to aliens who have applied for and been refused asylum in
Austr¡a or another country "adhering" to the provis¡ons of the 1 951 Convention {53
Asylum Law).

According to the conclusions of a 1994-95 UNHCR study, the Austrian safe th¡rd
country rule "falls far short of the minimum requirements at international law"r5. ln
terms of defining safe third countries, the ru¡e does not provide for a "white list", or
clear legislative or other criteria, Under the present provisions, the fact of being a party
to the 1 951 Convention or the ECHR alone may suff¡ce to render a country "safe".
This means that any country within or outside Europe could be deemed safe in any
individual case. According to UNHCR this has meant that "States in wh¡ch blatant
mass v¡olations of human rights are the order of the day are classified by the authorities
as safe third countries ".16

ln applying the safe third country test to individual cases, the authorities ask only if the

14 The insertion in square brackets and the emphasis in the quote are added by the
writer,

r5 UNHCR Study on Asylum Proceedings: Summarv (8 March 1995) ("UNHCR

Summary") 1

16 UNHCR Summary 1. UNHCR's examination of a range of decisions made showed
that appl¡cations were rejected on the basis of mere transit or brief sojourn through
countries includìng lran, SaudiArabia, Algeria, Turkey, Russia, Slovenia, Romania, Bulgaria
and others (UNHCR (Oct 1994) Prooosals for a rev¡sion of the 1991 Asvlum Act ¡n

conformitv with ¡nternat¡onal law 3)
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alien would have been safe in another country, at the moment of entering if. lt is not
considered whether it would in pract¡ce be safe to return him there now; or if the state
would accept return. The test involves a retrospective inquiry only. Refusal of asylum is

possible on the basis that conditions for that appl¡cant have been safe in the past,
irrespective of the present situation,

The decision-maker is not obliged to consider whether the applicant had actual access
to the means make an application. A mere transit stop or route taken through a state
party to the 1 951 Convention may disqualify the applicant from the right to seek
asylum. ln practice, it is also extremely difficult for the applicant to rebut the
presumption of safety. ln many cases, it has been reported that the decision-maker has

not considered whether there is any evidence of actual safety from persecution in the
third state.l7

4.3 Accelerated processes

Austrian law provides for accelerated procedures for dealing with "manifestly
wetl-founded" and "manifestly unfounded" applications (517 Asylum Law)' These
permit the Federal Asylum Office to render a decision to grant or refuse asylum on the
basis of the primary interview "without further investigations ".

An application is regarded as "manifestly well-founded", unless the interview reveals
otherwise, where:
a the applicant is a national of a country where "on the basis of general experience, its
legal situation and application of the law, it may be presumed that there is normally
reasonable cause for fear of persecution"
. he or she "displays clear signs of having been tortured or otherwise subjected to
inhumane treatment"; or
. the fear of persecution is "satisfactorily established by wholly reliable

documents".18

Claims may be dismissed as "clearly unfounded", unless the interview reveals

otherwise, if:
. the applicant's identlty and nationality "cannot be satisfactorily established"
. he or she is a national of a safe country of or¡gin
. the applicant is excluded from the right to asylum under 52(2) of the Asylum Lawle
. the application was based on "economic hardship" grounds.zo

17 UNHCR (1995). The survey highlighted many examples of cases where appl¡cants
were said to "find h¡mself virtually in the posit¡on of being unable to produce evidence in

support of his contention that he had not been safe in a given third country": UNHCR

Summary,2

18917(4l,sentences 1,2 and 3

,t unde, E2l2l , no right to asylum is available to refugees excluded under articles 1 C

or 1F of the 1951 Convention; persons relying on persecution grounds "brought about..

in Austria for the purpose of being granted asylum"; or those who were already safe from
persecution in another countrY'

20 t17(31sentences 1,2and3, Asylum Act



Any appeal against rejection of a "clearly unfounded" claim must be lodged in a

s h orte ned
timeframe. The law provides that such an appeal will not suspend removal (57(3)
Asylum Law).

At present, the accelerated processes under the rules are not actually applied,
according to BA, for "practical reasons". lnstead, all applicants admitted to the country
{and to the processes) are interv¡ewed by BA officials in the normal procedure and a

substantive decision is made. The implication ¡s that the Austr¡an asylum authority has
the capacity to deal with the current numbers, and ¡t is more log¡stically workable to
deal with all applicants within a single stream than 1o differentiate between those which
are further investigated, and those which are not. Further, when the 'manifestly
unfounded'rule was applied, reports were that refusals were further challenged in every
single case. This simply shilted the burden of making a substantive decision to another
part of the process.

4.4 Conditions during determination

. Residence riohts. Asylum seekers may be given a provisional right to stay during the
determination process under 57(1) of the Asylum Law, provided they can show they
entered the territory lawfully and submitted their applicat¡ons within a week.

Even after an application is made, however, the BA may well deny this legal right to
stay, if ¡t finds that the applicant has not entered directly from the country of
persecut¡on. Practice suggests that even a transit stop in another country en route will
lead to refusal of provisional residence, as well as potentially to reiection of the
application in substance (see section 4.2.2 on safe third country principle). UNHCR has
noted that this means that for practical purposes, no applicant who enters by land can
qualify for provisional legal residence. As a result, around 90o/o of asylum seekers are
forced to reside illegally during the determination process.2tThey are thus also at risk of
summary removal by the Aliens Police following the first instance decision.

. Material suÞÞort for asvlum seekers. Another factor which renders it difficult for
asylum seekers to utilise the processes is the effective lack of state-funded assistance
pending a decision. Under 51 and subsequent provisions of the Law Regulating
Provision of Federal Care for Asylum Seekers, people in need may apply for federal care
and maintenance to support them pending a decision. lf granted, this should include at
least basic accommodation, food and medical care and other "necessary ass¡stance
measures".22 However the criteria for granting assistance are seen as being very strict.

These provisions place an obligation on the authorities to offer support, but that
obligation is not enforceable by asylum seekers. A refused applicant has no appeal or
other legal remedy. Combined with the rigour of the qualificat¡on requirements, this
means that many people with no access to other resources do not receive support.

It has been estimated that approximately 3O% of applicants on average receive

'?1 UNHCR Summary (1995) 2

" g1 Law Regulating Provision of Federal Care for Asylum Seekers
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assistance during the process.23 Under a 1990 decree from the lnterior Ministry,
assistance shall not be given to people who cannot produce sufficient proof of ¡dentity
or evidence of circumstances demonstrating their need for support.2a This prevents
those without documents, or alleged to have entered the country with false or forged
documents, cannot be granted support pending examination of their papers or at all,
irrespectìve of the possibly compelling reasons which may have forced them to rely on
such papers.

ln terms of other means of subsistence, some provinces2s may provide some financial
assistance. Work permits are not available to persons without a residence permit, which
excludes most asylum seekers whose applications have not been determined.

ln effect, it falls to non-governmental and church bodies or other charities to provide
suppon where the state will not. Charit¡es and other church-linked groups may offer
food, basic cloth¡ng and some accommodation in hostel fac¡lities for asylum seekers,
but their resources are limited. Emergency shelters for the homeless are also used as a
last resort before people are forced to find an alternative or live on the streel,

Some observers believe the state's failure to provide adequate support is part of a
strategic approach to the "problem" of growing numbers of asylum seekers. lf life is
made sufficiently difficult or unpleasant for asylum applicants, they may be persuaded
to leave Austria. ln effect, the lack of state assistance compels many to rely heavily on
charities; some to seek work where they can in the black market; and others to leave
for uncertain destinations. For the last group, the denial of support amounts to a form
of constructive deportation.

It appears that the non-governmental welfare agencies feel they are placed in a dilemma
by this situation. As long as they seek to provide for asylum seekers, they are not dy¡ng
or destitute in the public eye. As a result, no public outcry is heard about the state's
failure to prov¡de. On the other hand, if the agencies stopped offering support, there is
no assurance that the state would step ¡n to f¡ll the gap.

5. REVIEW STAGE

Following a primary refusal, Austrian law provides for one internal appeal and further
review in some cases by the court. A number of questions are raised about the
adequacy of the appeal mechanisms.

5.1 The first level apoeal or "objection" to a refusal goes to a single lnterior M¡n¡stry
official. This is a full appeal on the mer¡ts. The time limit for appealing from a refusal
under the ordinary procedure is two weeks, and the lnterior Ministry must reconsider
the matter within 6 months. ln the accelerated process, an appeal must be lodged
w¡th¡n one week of being notified of a refusal.

23 caritas Austria (1996) I

'?o E 1 (3) Ordinance on the Care of Asvlum Seekers 1 1 December 1990

25 Notably not V¡enna, where the majority of asylum seekers live
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Appeals in most standard procedure cases will have suspensive effect on expulsion

oid"r., """"pt 
for challenges to manifestly unfounded claim refusals26.

The lack of independence of the primary review body from government is seen as very
problematic. Criticism has emanated f¡om a number of sources, focussing on its
inadequacy as a rigorous and fair means of testing potent¡ally flawed decisions.
Recently, the Pres¡dent of Austr¡a's highest administrative court obiected to the
concept and practice of such non-independent review. As a result of such criticism, ¡t

is expected that 1997 changes to the Asylum Law will remove the appellate function
to a more independent bodY.

5.2 Court review. Following the appeal 1o the lnterior Ministry, an applicant may seek

review from the Administrative Court. lf successful, the challenge leads to quashing of
the initial decision. The application w¡¡l be rem¡tted for fresh consideration by the BA.

At present, it is said that almost all Ministry-rejected appeals by legally fepresented

applicants are taken to the jud¡cial stage. The resuh has been a significant overloading

of the court's capacity and resources. Court administration offic¡als have estimated that
on current rates, it could take 8-10 years to hear and determine the currently lodged

backlog, assuming no additions to the list.

Presently, an application which goes through the entire appellate process will take
about two years. The length and costs of the current appeal processes are

disadvantageous both for applicants, w¡th little or no access to welfare during the
procedure, and the state, faced by institut¡onal expenses and problems of people

without status res¡ding long-term in the country. A large part of the difficulty is seen as

stemming from the inadequacy of the initial review mechanism. The Parliament

reportedly plans to deal with th¡s in its proposed legislative changes in 1 997'

6. IMPLEMENTATION OF DECISIONS

6.1 Asvlum recipients. The levels of protection and support available to those granted

asylum in Austria are relatively high. Recognised refugees receive a formal, permanent

right of residence in Austria2T and the other entitlements prescribed by the 1951

Cãnvention. They have free access to the labour market, and do not requ¡re a work
permit to take employment. ln other respects, they receive indiv¡dual rights comparable

to those of an Austrian national. After four years of legal residence in Austria, they may

seek c¡tizenship.

ln add¡tion, they are entitled to specific integration assistance provided for under 924 of

the Asylum Law, the purpose of this, according to the legislation, is to "bring about

their full involvement in the economic, cultural and social l¡fe of Austr¡a and greatest

possible equality of opportunity wlth Austr¡an citizens" ¡n most areas. The support

available includes language teaching; basic and advanced (vocational) train¡ng courses;

informat¡on about the housing market; events "organised to provide an introduction to

'?6 57(3) Asylum Law and the General Procedural

removal pending appeals generally is not occurr¡ng at

unfounded process is not being utilised.

27 E1l1l Asylum Law

Law. lt is noted, however, that
present because the man¡f estly
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Austrian culture and history"; and "events arranged jo¡ntly with Austrian citizens to
promote mutual understanding". ln addition, ref ugees are specif ically entitled to
monetary benefits from a special Refugee lntegration Fund.

This financial and practical integration assistance is provided to refugees through
church and other private welfare organisations, wh¡ch have a contract with the
government to regulate it. Accord¡ng to a representat¡ves of one of those bodies, the
arrangement works well.

Unlike the other, relat¡vely generous rights given to them, family reunion is not
automatically available to refugees in Austria, Under $4 of the Asylum Law, refugees'
children and spouses w¡thin Ausiria will also receive asylum. However family members
ouÍslde Austria receive no preferential treatment. lnstead, the mainstream immigration
requ¡rements for family reunion must be met. The refugee's relative must apply for an
entry visa in the normal way to the lnterior Ministry or Austrian embassy. The refugee
who is in-country may be required to show that he or she can provide for maintenance
and support of the relative whilst in Austria. Even if the criteria are satisfied, the grant
of permission to enter is w¡thin the imm¡gration author¡ties' discretion, The refugee has
no legal remedy against refusal.

Repatriation is also a possibility for those granted refugee status who later want to
return to their counlries. ln 1994, a number of Chilean refugees were voluntarily
repatriated under an official "Return and Reintegration Assistance" programme offered
by the Austrian government. ln the main, however, repatriation is more relevant for
temporary protectees than people with asylum.

6.2 ¡1y'onreloulernenf and prohibitions on exoulsion. Under S37 of the Aliens Law, a
person may not be expelled, returned or turned away at the border if she or he is found
to be at risk of persecution or torture or inhuman treatment in the country to which
removal is proposed (see 2.2 above).

Protection against expulsion under 537 does not, however, appear to confer adequate
formal legal recognit¡on or entitlements on those who qualify for it. An asylum seeker
who cannot be removed is permitted to rema¡n as a tolerated person in Austria, but
without access to benefits, the labour market or automatic or enforceable family
reunification. ln effect, this means that "de facto" refugees who are given
nonrefoulement or art 3 ECHR protection must rely on charities for what support they
can give; work illegally ¡n the black markeu or leave, There are no statistics showing
the number of people allowed to stay under this principle, but ¡t ¡s est¡mated to be
su bstantia l.

6.3 TemÞorarv Protection, People belonging to groups permitted to remain in Austria
under a special temporary protection decree are given a special short-term residence
permit. At present, this allows Bosnian nationals who satisfy certain requirements (see

section 2.3) to remain until at least August 1997.

Those people are not entitled to refugee integration assistance' They do benefit from a

special scheme which gives them e¡ther public housing and meals, or accommodation in
private homes, where their hosts receive a monthly cash grant (ÖS150O). They are
perm¡tted to work under an exceptional ordinance from the M¡nistry of Labour and
Social Affairs, although they are "third pr¡ority" for vacant pos¡t¡ons after unemployed
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Austrians and settled migrant workers. Language tuition, school¡ng for children and full
public health cover are also available to them, Bosnian temporary refugees a¡e even
entitled to family reunion w¡th immediate family members, if ¡t is shown that the
"majority of the family" was already in Austria.2s More d¡stant family members might
also be brought in for humanitarian reasons. These entitlements are actually more
extensive than those of Convention refugees under 54 of the Asylum Law.

Temporary refugees are legally entitled to apply for asylum under 53 Asylum Law by
lodging an application w¡th the BA. ln March 1995, however, UNHCR was suggesting
that this entitlement was being undermined in practice. Based on its study of asylum
requests filed in late 1 993, it stated that the author¡ties were making access to
assistance and support measures (such as accommodat¡on support and medical care)
cond¡tional upon the withdrawal of any asylum application.2s

Bosnian temporary refugees are actively encouraged to repðtriate voluntarily after their
stay ¡n Austria. ln 1994, the lnterior M¡n¡stry opened an office in the Traiskirchen camp,
where most of the Bosnians were stay¡ng, with staff specifically charged w¡th provid¡ng
information about return. Under a 1994 bilateral agreement, the Bosnian government ¡s
also able to provide advice to potential returnees from a special bureau in Austria.

The repatriation initiatives are being generally hailed as a success. Since 1 April 1992,
the Austrian government estimates that some 72,O00 Bosnian refugees have benefited
from this temporary protection at some point. The number of people still registered
under the scheme in December 1 995 was only 18,828, and in August 1996, down to
11 ,876. Voluntary repatriations have been estimated at around 1 50-450 people per
month. On this basis, it has been suggested that temporary protection followed by
repatriation might provide a workable solution in other categories of case. However it
may be that the figures conceal the real levels of successful return. The 1 1,876 number
refers only to those registered for assistance, rather than those still in the country. lf iÎ
is correct that people applying for substantive asylum may be denied assistance, then
there may be many Bosnians still in Austria requiring protection who are not counted in
that number. Further, according to Caritas, a total of 51,174 Bosnian citizens were
holding a residence permit in Austria as of December 1995 (including lemporary
protectees, and those granted full Convention refugee or asylum status).30

It also seems arguable that the Bosnian experience is not indicative of how other
refugee groups might be handled for two reasons. Firstly, the high number of voluntary
departures suggests that many Bosn¡an refugee groups really want to return to the¡r
country of origin, now that the large-scale conflict has ceased. This cannot be said for
many other non-European refugees from countries like Afghanistan and lraq, who fear
dangers which do not seem to be abating. Secondly, it is not certain whether the
Bosnian refugees will stay away permanently. This question arises part¡cularly for
those who cannot resettle in the¡r former homes, where they may have been laken
over by other groups.

28 Caritas (1 996) 1 4

'?s UNHCR Summary {1 995) 2

30 Caritas Austria (1996) 12
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6.4 Dulduno. There is a limited group of people who are refused any form of protection
in Austria, who cannot be removed for practical or physical reasons {such as the
absence of flight connections to their countries, or inability to secure val¡d
documentation). These people are simply "tolerated" with no legal or material
entitlements, and are theoretically liable to removal, if possible, at any time.

6.5 Reiection and removal, lf a final decision is made to reject an asylum application,
the applicant is notified in writing. The case is then referred to the Aliens Police. lf the
refused applicant does not qualify for protection against removal (see section 2.2), she

or he may be deta¡ned pending removal (941 Aliens Act). The maximum length of
detention is limited to two months, or s¡x in exceptional circumstances. ln Jan-Aug
1996, 7,915 people were held in immigration detention.

According to reports, removal is actually carr¡ed out in a large proportion of cases. ln
January to August 1996, for instance, there were 5,223 negative decisions on

applications. ln that per¡od, 5,713 people were deported (presumably including refused
applicants from previous periods as well). The number of returns to neighbouring
countries (which would include many rejected on safe third country grounds) was
2,OO4,31 Removals to those states are relatively easy to carry out in a physical sense. lt
may be more difficult to effect return to more distant countries, particularly where
practical difficulties arise with documentation or fl¡ght connections'

These high removal figures do not, however, reveal the allegedly large number of people

who remain in Austria in'limbo'status, under 537 protection against removal or with
Duldung non-status. (see 6.2 and 6.4)

7. CONCLUSTON

Austria's asylum determinat¡on system contains a number of positive elements which
appear to encourage practical and well-informed dec ision-making. These include an

emphasis on individual consideration of each application; use of extensive country
information by BA officials; and ready access to legal advice, which appears to make
the interview and determination process fairer and more satisfactory on both sides.

Further, the level of recognition and integration assistance given to Convention refugees
is commendable, and seems to have pos¡tive results.

Other aspects of the system, however, appear to be less satisfactory. These include
the strict provisions and practice for safe third country applicat¡ons, and the lack of an

independent first-level appeal process. These raise questions about the process'

effectiveness for identifying genuine refugees, as well their fairness to applicants. ln
addition, delegating to Aliens Police authorities the power to decide 537 removals is

problematic. Some of these diff¡culties may be dealt with in legislative changes mooted

for 1 997.

31 All removal and detention figures are from Caritas Austr¡a (1996) Länderbericht

Österreich 1
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lntroduction

Research visits were made to Hungary and Poland from 29 October to 7 November
1996. These countr¡es were chosen largely because their experiences and difficulties in
dealing with refugees are representative of those faced by many countries in the region.

Both countries are currently facing the challenge of devising effective asylum decision-
making procedures in a context where the resources available for dealing with asylum
claims, and for supporting or assisting asylum seekers and refugees, are extremely
limited; far more so, in absolute and relative terms, than in the UK and most other
European states.

ln broad terms, the determination models observed in Hungary and Poland did not
include process-related or administrat¡ve features which would appear to be appropriate
for application in the UK context. They did, however, highlight very clearly the
d¡fficulties which can ar¡se in systems where the principles of human rights and
protection are less entrenched and familiar in law and the practice of decision-making
institutions; where the level of governmental support for legal advice and the
subsistence of asylum seekers are severely constrained; and where administrat¡ve
processes and fesources are overstretched. These are factors which can emerge and
create problems in all countries where asylum seekers look for protection.

1. BACKGROUND

Asylum in countries in the central European region

For Hungary and Poland, like many other states in the reg¡on, asylum seekers in the
second half of this century are a relatively new phenomenon. Hungary did not accede to
the 1951 Convent¡on and 1967 Protocol until 1989, followed by Poland in 1991 . Until
recently, very few if any people sought protection from pol¡tical persecut¡on in these
countr¡es. Rather, over the last four decades, both have been countries of origin for
people who left to evade Communist regimes, rather than destination countr¡es for
asylum see kers.

Over the last eighteen months to two years in particular, both Poland and Hungary have
been forced to deal with sharp increases in the number of asylum applicants. The
systems are not coping well.

Under the circumstances, many individuals and bodies in the Polish and Hungarian
systems are doing an admirable job of trying to provide asylum seekers with immediate
protection and support. But difficulties are caused by systemic, legislative and resource
l¡mitations, among other faclors. As a resuh, determination processes are

overburdened, leading to delays and costs which have detr¡mental effects both for
applicants and for the state. ln the vìew of many non-governmental bodies and human
rights advocates, these national systems also fail ult¡mately to ¡dent¡fy those who need
protection, or provide it adequately ¡n terms of legal rights and recognit¡on.
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A large part of the problem for these systems is linked to the content and form of the
laws applicable to asylum. Again like others in the region, Hungary and Poland have
struggled with legislation which is not specifically appropriate for dealing with asylum
seekers, but which was designed to regulate migration and the posit¡on of aliens in
general. Reform proposals are before their Parliaments, but in both cases is it unlikely
that the laws will be passed in the immediate future, There is much (though some
would argue st¡ll not enough) disagreement about what form the new refugee laws
should take. The debate ¡s complicated by polit¡cal concerns about asylum and about
immigration and foreigners more generally, both domestically and at the level of
international relations. Economic issues and reform programmes have pushed the
asylum question further down the legislative agenda in both countries. Low levels of
income among the cit¡zens of these countries render calls for material support for
refugees potentially unpopular and politically unrealistic. Ethnic and nat¡onal identity
quest¡ons have also injected controversy and emot¡on into the dicussions.

For these and other reasons, the prospects of positive and immediate changes to
asylum processes and criteria for protection seem remote, at least in the short term.

Common themes

This background indicates that ¡n many ways, the asylum context is very different in
central and eastern Europe to that of the west. Notwithstanding these d¡fferences,
however, there are several aspects of asylum processes and outcomes which appear to
be of concern in both regions.

2. CLAIMS

2.1 Access to procedures

According to asylum advocates, access to procedures is a serious matter of concern
for applicants in many central European states. Unlike in some western countries {such
as Germany and Austr¡a),there are no specific legislative barriers preventing certain
categories of asylum seeker from entering the asylum process. However the way ¡n

which the systems are administered can create real barriers in practice.

For example, ¡n both Poland and Hungary, border guards hold s¡gnificant power to
refuse or admit people to the claims process initially' ln Hungary, the Aliens Police who
control the borders are authorised to determine whether an appl¡cant is seeking to
invoke the asylum procedures. lf it is found that a person is not, and is simply trying to
enter for some other purpose, the person may be removed or returned to the country
from which he or she came without further recourse. The actual procedures which are
used to ascerta¡n the entrant's intention are not transparent, and there is no real
opportunity to appeal against the refusal of entry or summary removal. The Aliens
Police publish no statistics indicat¡ng the number of expulsions each year, so it ¡s
impossible to determ¡ne how many people are affected.

Similarly, the border procedures in Poland are largely unaccountable. There is no access
to independent advice or counselling at the border posts, and the asylum and

humanitarian support bodies do not have the resources to visit them regularly. The
result is, as one non-governmental representative put it, that "no-one knows what goes
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on at the border"

2.2 lnf ormation for applicants

Whether seeking entry at the border or applying for refugee status in-country, asylum
seekers have historically received very little information about the process they are
undergoing. With few resources to provide interpretation services, the likelihood of a

applicant getting such information in his or her own tongue has been even less.

UNHCR in Poland has been particularly aware of this problem and the difficulties it
creates. Those problems arise not only for the applicant, but for the institutions, which
must expend more time and resources trying to get relevant information about the
claim. ln response, the Warsaw UNHCR office ¡nitiated a project w¡th the Polish Helsinki
Foundation aimed at publishing general information brochures about the Polish system,
These brochures were made available in several languages and distributed to people
applying at the Ministry for lnternal Affairs, but also at border posts. lt is perceived that
these have been helpful in improving the procedure from all viewpoints.

3. PRIMARY DECISION.MAKING

3.1 Dec¡sion-makers

ln Hungary, it is presently percieved by asylum advocates and academics that too much
of the effect¡ve decision-making function is entrusted to border and Alien Police
authorities.

As discussed above, these border police officers are empowered to determine whether
a person should be admitted to the process in the f¡rst place. W¡thout an express legal
obligat¡on to refer anyone who requests asylum to the process, this effectively confers
significant power over asylum seekers'substântive r¡ghts. ln addition, Aliens Police are
empowered to dec¡de whether the nonrefoulemert pr¡nciple applies to prohibit removal.
This is so both for people who are seeking entry at the border, or who are within the
country and threatened w¡th expulsion. lt is not suggested that the Pol¡ce have any
specialist training in the appl¡cation of the art 33 1 951 Convention criteria. Nor do they
have access to resources which would show what the situation is likely to be for the
threatened person on return. lt is not clear how an accurate decision can be made about
rcfoulement in such circumstances. There is certainly no right to appeal against the
decision whilst in the country, and in practice, no out-of-country appeal is possible.

3.2 Ouality of decision-making

ln both Poland and Hungary, governmental and independenl people operating in the
system agree that better quality first instance decisions would be desirable.

This is partly a problem of lack of access 10 qualitY information about the conditions in

refugee source countr¡es. ln Hungary, it is suggested that the Refugee Offices are

significantly u nder-resourced. They face severe difficulties in getting current, objective
information about countries of origin in a usable form. There is no access to electronic
sources. Written materials may be provided by the Hungarian Ministry for Foreign
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Affairs, but unless it is balanced with other data from independent agencies, its broad
impartiality may raise questlons. Documents coming from internalional sources is rarely
if ever in Hungarian, but rather usually in English. Very few Refugee Office personnel

are said to speak English. ln numerous reported cases, those documents which the
officials can and do use have been said to be very outdated.

Decision-making ¡s also detrimentally affected by the pressure of numbers, This is
apparent in Poland, for instance, where the number of asylum appl¡cants has risen from
842 in 1995, to 2234 in 1 996 to the end of September alone. The previous figures
meant that it was necessary to employ less than 10 officers as interviewers and

decision-makers in the lnterior Ministry. The employment of additional staff ¡s mooted,
but in the meant¡me the number of applicants who must be interviewed each week by

one officer has been increased. At an anecdotal level, lawyers involved in assisting
refugees percieve that the quality of decisions has been affected as a result.

Large groups of asylum applicants are also handled by UNHCR in Hungary' UNHCR has

assumed respons¡bility for determining asylum claims from non-Europeans in Hungary,
since the state s¡gned the 1 951 Convention with a geographical l¡mitation. one UNHCR

officer only deals with those applications. Last year, the agency decided well over 400
claims - an average of considerably more than one each work¡ng day for the officer
concerned. Refugee advocates criticise the qual¡ty of these decisions in strong terms.
However the lack of any appeal or review mechanism prevents them from challenging
them in any effect¡ve way.1

3.3 lnappropriate application of safe third country princ¡ple

ln both Poland and Hungary, it is alleged that claims are frequently rejected on the
grounds that protection could have been sought elsewhere. lf removal or return to a
third state is possible {for example, lf the border with that state is near to where the
applicant is being held), reports suggest that it will be effected promptly. Real inquiries
are not generally made into whether the returnee will have any opportunity to engage

the asylum procedures there. Many of the states which border Poland and Hungary are

reluctant to accept asylum seekers back if they can avoid it. lf removal to a
neighbouring state is possible, however, the returning government will not in reality
place onerous conditions on the readmiss¡on. lt seems that government resources in

Hungary and Poland would not extend to allow checks on whether processes are being

conducted in accordance w¡th international standards in any event.

3.4 Legal advice or ass¡stance

State-funded legal aid is not generally available in either country. However highly
commendable elforts are being made by charitable non-government bodies to offer help

where they can.

t Hungarian refugee lawyers acknowledge that such claims can be referred to UNHcR

in Geneva, and in many cases will do so. ln practical terms, however, this is seen as being

of no help to the applicant. Even if Geneva takes the matter up (after noting that UNHcR

in Budapest has considered it), the applicant is removed or has disappeared well before any

substant¡al steps are taken.
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ln Poland, such bodies have received some support from UNHCR. UNHCR has funded
the Helsinki Foundation and Polish Humanitarian Action groups to provide legal
counselling activities, and the consensus on both sides is that the arrangement works
well. Helsinki advisers regularly v¡sit the Debak refugee recept¡on centre outside
Warsaw to offer face-to-face counselling to all of those who pass through there. lt ¡s

more difficult for applicants who are housed in areas further from Warsaw. The
humanitarian bodies can offer advice if people contact them in the city, but they do not
have the resources to visit the regions or border posts.

ln Hungary, Hungarian lnterchurch Aid offers similar support for those seeking legal
advice, as well as more general welfare assistance. However with only one legally
qualified officer, this resource does not stretch far. The lnterior Ministry, UNHCR and
the independent Menedek group of lawyers and academics is seeking funds from the EU

to set up an on-call specialist office, ln the meantime, however, it is agreed that the
lack of adequate advice pre.judices applicants severely,

Few Refugee Off¡ce staff in Hungary themselves have the language skills or expert
knowledge which would allow them to determine detailed facts relating to applications
before them. This makes the absence of competent counsel who can put the
applicant's case to the decision-maker even more critical.

4. OUTCOMES

The implementation of decisions, whether to grant or refuse protection, is extremely
problematic in central Europe. lf people are given refugee status in Poland or Hungary,
they are entitled in law to all of the rights conferred by the 1951 Convention. This
notionally means enjoyment of r¡ghts which are comparable to those of state nationals.
However in practice, life may still be extremely difficult,

Severe unemployment in both countries means that finding a job, even with a work
entitlement, will often be impossible. Refugees who do not speak the local language are
disadvantaged, and their qualifications will often not be acceptable to local employers.
The lack of very obviously different foreigners ¡n these countries until recently also
means that some people are wary of taking on black or coloured people, even if such
uncertainty could not be called outr¡ght xenophobia. State welfare may be available, but
this is set at low levels for all people, nationals and non'nationals alike'

This can make long-term residence in Poland or Hungary unattractive for many people
who are granted refugee status. Many of such people will try to join relatives under
formal family reunification programmes in wealthier western European states, such as

Germany or Sweden. They may go even further afield if they have connections with
Canada, the US or Australia.

ln other cases, people leave under less formal arrangements' Many people, even
recognised refugees, after a t¡me will simply disappear. Their actual fate is rarely
known, but most suspect they have moved on further to the west.

lf a person is refused refugee status, he or she may be removed if deportation is

pract¡cally feasible. Thus if a neighbouring state is willing or bound by a readmission
agreement to accept him or her, the person may be removed by border author¡ties
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w¡thout s¡gn¡ficant delay. This is relatively common for people held or dealt with in

facilities close to the borders of states othet than Austria or Germany. ln many
s¡tuations, however, forcible removal is not necessary. As in the case of recognised
refugees, many people simply disappear overnight. lt seems l¡kely that people are trying
to move on to the west, to apply for asylum or to seek to enter otherwise. The
impression created (although not stated at any official level) is that this is not unduly
inconvenient for the state in either Poland or Hungary.

5. CONCLUSTON

The high disappearance rate and other difficulties associated with the determination
procedure raise general questions about how the processes can and should be intended
to function. Where people do not stay to enjoy even that protection which is offered,
some of those met during the research visit queried whether there is any point in
creating and resourcing an elaborate and procedurally comprehensive protection system
at all. Why should they bother, if no refugees remain 1o use it?

ln response, it is clear that these states must bother, for at least two important reasons'
Firstly, in signing the 1 951 Convention, they have voluntarily assumed an international
legal obligation 1o protect refugees which cannot be disregarded. lf that obligation is to
have any meaning in practice, it must extend 1o require the creal¡on of a determination
process which will identify the people within its scope. The state's duty in principle to
meet this requ¡rement is not in any way conditional on or related to the refugees' wish
to remain in the country on a permanent basis. The second reason is more practically
focussed. ln future, as the countries to their west deny entry to more people arriving
from central Europe, they will be forced to find a long-term solution to the people

seek¡ng protection within their borders. Germany, Austria and other countries are

beginning actively to enforce readmission agreements which for many years were not
invoked in practice, They are no longer, if they ever were, merely co-operative transit
routes to the west. Further, as rules permitting return to "safe" third countries are

made and applied in the west, central European asylum processes are receiving scrutiny
for the first time from many outside quarters, lt is in their own pol¡t¡cal interests, as well
as in those of the people who need the¡r protect¡on, to set up systems which can fairly
identi{y and provide for threatened people in a practical way'
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lntroduction

During research visits and analysis of asylum determination procedures in Europe, the
system in Switzerland was referred to by a number of the people interviewed in

different countries. The research programme did not permit a v¡sit to Switzerland, but
the project researchers decided to examine two particularly interesting and innovative
features of the Swiss system. The first of these was the additional forms of protection
available under Swiss law to people who f all outside the scope of the 1951
Convention, but who cannot be removed for practical or human¡tarian or compassionate
reasons. The second feature was a programme of procedural reforms introduced in
1991, which a¡med to make the determination process speedier w¡thout compromising
standards of fairness or the quality of decisions. Following the reforms, the average
time taken to reach a final decision has decreased to less than half the previous time.
At the same time, the number of new applications made has dropped sharply, from
nearly 42,000 in 1 991 to just over 1 8,O00 in 1 996.

Contact was made with sen¡or officials in the Eundesasylamt für Flüchtlinge lFederal
Office for Refugees), w¡th independent Swiss lawyers, Foreign Ministry representatives
and personnel lrom refugee agencies. Official reports, commentaries and texts were
reviewed, and telephone interviews conducted to gather further information about these
two areas. This report sets out a brief analysis and critical assessment of the extra-
Convent¡on mechanisms and procedural reforms in the Swiss system.

1. EXTRA.CONVENTION PROTECTION

Under Swiss law, there are two main forms of protection under which individual asylum
seekers may be permitted to remain in Switzerland which are addit¡onal to asylum or
refugee status. These are:
(1 ) provisional admission
(2) permission to reside temporarily on humanitarian grounds.
ln terms of extended protection categories covering threatened people whose cases
would be problemat¡c under UK law, two forms of provisional admission are of
part¡cular interest (discussed in sect¡ons 2.2 and 2.3 below).

Background: asylum claims and procedure

As in most other European states, the number of applications for protection in
Switzerland have fluctuated ¡n recent years. After reaching a peak of 41,60O in 1991,
applications decreased and rose aga¡n slightly, reaching 16,134 in 1994 and 17 ,O21 in
1995.1

An application for asylum in Switzerland can be made either at the Sw¡ss border or
within the country. Border applicants will be questioned initially by the border
authorities, and ¡n-country applicants are interviewed by the Aliens Police. Following

ASYLUM IN SWITZERLAND:
extra-Convent¡on protection and recent procedural reforms

1 Secretariat of the lnter-governmental Consultations on Asylum, Refugee and Migration
Policies in Europe, North America and Australia {'lGC'}, quoted in Migration News Sheet
(March 1 996)
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this initial interview, an application is sent on to the Federal office for Refugees.

ln relation to border applicants, the Federal office will make a decision to grant or

refuse entry, usually on the same day. Border officials are not author¡sed to take

decisions to refuse entry to an asytum seeker under any circumstances; sole

competence ties with the Federal Office. The Federal Office will permit entry if the
applicant has come directly from a country where persecution or inhuman treatment is

alleged; if he or she has come from a third counlry from which she or he could be

refouled (if this is established on the basis of credible evidence); there is no third
country which has responsibility for determining the claim, or Switzerland is responsible
under an international agreement to deal with it'2 lf entry is refused, and return to a

third country or the applicant's country is'possible, permissible and may reasonably be

expected'3, the person may be removed,

Once a person has entered the country, he or she may not be denied access to the
asylum procedure, ln both border and in-country applications, the Federal Office for
Refugees is responsible for conducting a substantive investigation of the claim and
making a primary decision.4

Under the Swiss Constitution (art 69), the State has full discretionary power to grant
asylum. No express individual right is conferred on individuals 1o receive asylum status.
Under the nat¡onal Asylum Act and in practice, however, asylum is granted to people
who satisfy the test for refugee status, The refugee definition in the Asylum Act is

similar to that in the 1 951 Convention, bul rather than a 'well-founded fear of
persecution', ¡t refers to 'serlous prejudices'. These include danger to life, bodily
integrity or freedom; and measures causing 'intolerable psychological pressure'. Under
Swiss law, not only a well-founded fea¡ of future persecution, but also persecution
previously suffered may also constitute a sufficient basis for granting, provided a direct
connectionbetween the past persecution and flight is shown. Only persecution which
emanates from or is condoned by the state will warrant the grant of refugee protection
in the form of asylum.

lf the Federal Office for Refugees considers that the test has been satisfied, it asks two
quest¡ons: firstly, whether another country exists which could be classified as a country

2 To date, Switzerland has not signed any international agreement providing for
allocation of responsibilities to deal w¡th cla¡ms

3 The status and procedure for people who cannot be returned is discussed in more
detail below in section 2.3.

a The possible types of pr¡mary decision are (1) to recognise the person as a refugee
and grant asylum; (2) to recognise as a refugee, but refuse asylum on exclusion grounds,
in cases where removal is not possible (see section 2.2 below, provisional admission as
a refugee); (3) defer for further invest¡gation before reaching a decision; {4) find no
entitlement to refugee status; or (5) 'not to enter into the matter' {possible inter alia if the
person has come from a country where there is in general 'safety from persecution'; has
concealed his or her ¡dentity from the ¡nterviewing authorities; or has an application
pending or asylum status in another state).
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of first asylum; and secondly, whether any of the exclus¡ons under domestic law
apply.s lf noÎ, asylum may be granted.

Those awarded asylum are ent¡tled to all of the rights conferred on refugees by the

1951 Convention, and by the swiss Asylum Law. They receive a 'B' status residence

permit, which ent¡tles them to r¡ghts s¡milar to those enjoyed by swiss nationals. They

are, however, prohibited in principle from engaging in'any pol¡tical activity'in
switzerland.6 People with 'B'status may seek permanent residence in the form of 'c'
status after 5 years in Switzerland (which may include the period spent awaiting a

primary determination)7,

ln addition, recognised refugees receive special financial assistance to help them with
social and economic integration. For the first five years after recognition, this
assistance is provided by the federal government and admin¡stered by an independent
agency, the Swiss Organisation f or Aid to Refugees lSchweizerische FlÙchtl¡ngshiffel.
After that, the cantonal or municipal authorities are responsible for further social
assistance, As for Swiss nat¡onals, a recognised refugee's eligibility for social welfare
will depend upon the outcome of a means test'

lf asylum is refused, an applicant may appeal to the Swiss Asylum Appeals
Commission, The decision made on appeal is final. No humanitarian status or protection
can be granted after a refusal of asylum, although it may be available if more than 4
years has passed without a decision being made (see section 3.1 below).

2. PROVISIONAL ADMISSION

Provisional admission on a temporary basis can be granted to an asylum applicant
where he or she:
{1 ) has applied and awaits a determinat¡on
{2) has been recognised as a refugee, but denied asylum on the basis of an exclusion
under domestic law, in a case where return to a third country ¡s not possible

{3) has been rejected, but where removal or return ¡s not'poss¡ble, permissible or
cannot reasonably be expected'.

To date, provisional admission has been authorised not under primary legislation, but
pursuant to a government {Federal Council) decree made in 19878. Governmental
decrees, whilst binding, are seen as less secure and legally certain than statutes passed

by the parliament. ln late 1996, however, reform proposals were being advanced to
bring provisional admission into the leg¡slative framework.

5lf a recognised refugee falls within an exclusion ground, but cannot be removed to
a third country, she or he may receive provisional admission (see section 2,2 below)

6 Noted in ECRE {October 1 994) Asylum in Eurooe (4th edition) para 104

7 This means that if five years have elapsed since the applicant first applied for asylum,
he or she may be immediately el¡gible for permanent residence on recogn¡t¡on.

I Decree of the Federal Council concerning the Provisional Admission and the
lnternment of Aliens of 25 November 1987 (as amended on 1 october 1990)
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ln addition to the prov¡sional admission categories referred to above, special
afrangements have been made by government decree to grant temporary protection to
particular groups over recent years, notably those fleeing from the conflict in former
Yugostavias.

2.1 Provisional admission for those awa¡ting determinat¡on

ln general, a person may remain in Switzerland while his or her application for asylum is
be¡ng determined. Expulsion may, however, be possible prior to a decision in three
c ases:
- if it is found that a third country is responsible for dealing with the application, under
an international treatyt o;

- if the person spent 'some time' in a third country before arriving ¡n Switzerland, and
w¡ll be readmitted to that country; or
- ¡f the applicant has close relatives in a third country to which she or he will be
readmltted.

lf the person was residing lawfully in Switzerland before applying for asylum, all of his
or her previous entitlements under federal and cantonal law will continue, All newly-
arr¡ved applicants are assigned to a canton which has responsibility for them for the
duration of the process. The assignment is made on the basis ol a numerical system.
Although the applicant may express a preference for a particular canton, this is likely to
be taken into account only for the purpose of maintaining family unity among
applicants. During the determination process, the appl¡cant must cont¡nue to live in the
canton to which he or she was assigned, but travel for short periods throughout
Switzerland is permitted. Travel outside Switzerland is forbidden without express
permission.

The relevant canton will issue a document acknowledging the person's application for
asylum, which also serves as an identity card and a provisional residence perm¡t. This
document also entitles the person to apply for cantonal social services if financial
assistance is required; and for a work permit, if she or he is able to find a job.

For the f¡rst three months after applyrng, applicants are required to live in'transit
hostels'. There they are given accommodat¡on, food and an introduct¡on to the
language spoken in the¡r canton and to the Swiss culture and lifestyle. These hostels
are generally run by the cantonal or local authorities, or by voluntary agencies. They are
open, which means inhabitants may move freely in and out of the hostel as they wish,
and travel elsewhere with¡n Sw¡tzerland. After the first three months, applicants are
allowed to make their own living arrangements. Some cantons may permit unemployed
applicants to remain in the transit hostels, or to l¡ve in other small-scale hostel fac¡lities
l'Foyer'l designed to accommodate about 1O people.

Under the terms of special support schemes for indigent asylum seekers, food, clothing
and a small cash allowance may be granted by cantons to applicants who can show a
need for material assistance. Applicants must satisfy a means test wh¡ch will consider

s See further discussion in Other forms of orotection, section 4 below

roTo date, Switzerland has not signed any international agreement providing for
allocation of respons¡b¡litìes to deal w¡th claims
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¡f they have the capacity to support themselves.ll lf she or he finds work, the applicant

may be obl¡ged to reimburse any previous assistance given. This appears to provide a

disincentive to applicants to look for work'

ln principle, asylum applicants are ent¡tled to request permission to work after three

months have elapsed since applying for asylum. The decision is made by the
responsible canton, which may limit permission to certain categories of employment. ln

practice, however, language difficulties and the¡r temporary status make it relat¡vely

di{ficult for asylum applicants to find work in any sector.

2.2 Excluded refugees granted provisional admission

lf a person is recognised as a refugee, she or he may nevertheless be refused asylum if
she or he falls under one of the exclusion grounds in Swiss law. These include, among

others:
- that the person has committed 'reprehensible acts'which make him or her'unworthy
for asylum,, for example, if she or he has been convicted of a serious offence in his or

her own country or in switzerland. A 'serious offence'is one which carries a penalty of
more than one year's imprisonment (even if the penalty has not been imposed or has

been suspended)
- that persecution is based on 'subjective post-fl¡ght reasons' arising after the person

left his or her country. This could include conduct by the refugee in deliberately
associating with other refugees, or expressing strong political views relating to affairs in

his or her home country, where it occurs after leav¡ng that country.
- that she or he represents a danger to the ¡nternal or external security of Switzerland
(for example, through alleged terrorist or terrorist-lin ked activity).

lf such a person cannot be returned to a third country (for example, because the
country refuses to readmit) he or she or he may receive provisional admission from the
Federal Office for Refugees. Provisional admission is granted for 12 months and is
subject to renewal. An appeal aga¡nst refusal to grant provisionaì admission lies to the
Swiss Asylum Appeals Commission.

It is said that this category is likely to have applied to the appl¡cant in Chahal v UK
(ECtHR, 1 5,1 1 .961 if his case had arisen in Switzerland rather than Britain. lf Mr Chahal
had been able to establish a well-founded fear on Convention or domestic asylum
grounds, he would under Swiss law still have been entitled to a provis¡onal right to
stay, even if he were found to constitute a security risk. That provisional admission
could have been qualifeid by certain conditions designed to ensure good conduct. The
need for protection would have been reviewable at the end of each year. Refusal to
offer him such protection in a case where it was required would have been open to
challenge in the Asylum Appeals Commission.

The provisional adm¡ttee is entitled to the same rights g¡ven to an asylum seeker
awaiting a determination. ln general, he or she is not ent¡tled to a travel document
under which she or he may leave the country, although it may be granted in except¡onal
circumstances only. Depending on the canton, his or her work rights are also likely to

11 The position is different for recognised refugees, who may be eligible for Federal

social assistance under the mainstream social welfare laws (see section 1 above). Such
people must satisfy the same means test requirements as applied to Swiss nationals.



be less restricted. Family reunion is not permissible unless the canton decides to grant

him or her a humanitar¡an permit to stay (see sect¡on 3 1 below)r2'

2.3 Provisional admission where removal is 'not possible. permissible or cannot

reasonably be expected'

A person who is refused refugee status maY nevertheless be ent¡tled to provisional

admission if it can be shown that removal is'not possible, permissible or cannot
reasonably be expected',
(a) Removal is deemed to be 'not possible' if there are practical or technical obstacles
preventing ¡1, such as a closed airport at the proposed destination, no flight
connections, missing travel documents or refusal by the desl¡nat¡on state to accept the

returnee,
(b) Removal may be impermissible where binding international obligations preclude ¡t,

such as arf 33 nonrefoulement in the 1 951 Convent¡on, or art 3 of the ECHR'

{c) Return may not be 'reasonably expected' under Swiss law and practice if the person

would face clear and certain r¡sks, such as civil war. This has been found in the case of
applicants from Somalia and from Bosnia, among others.

Power to grant provisional admission in such cases lies at first instance with the Federal

Office for Refugees or on appeal with the Swiss Asylum Appeals Commission. No

figures for provisional admission under the separate categories listed above are

available. Anecdotally, however, it is suggested that the largest proportion of
provisional adm¡ttees are those for whom removal cannot'reasonably'be expected.
The first two categories (a and b above) encompass a much smaller group.

ln relation to prov¡sional admission based on nonrefoulement or other international
obligat¡ons in particular (group (b) above), it is said that a heavy burden of proof
applies, Strong evidence of the risk of torture or other alleged harm must be adduced.
This means that relatively few applicants are perm¡tted to stay on these grounds.

The rights of provisional adm¡ttees are generally similar to asylum seekers awaiting
determination of the¡r claims. Significantly, they are not generally entitled either to a

Convention or other travel document, or family reunionr3. The absence of these two
entitlements means lhat the provisional admittee must be resigned not to see his or her
family, in Switzerland or elsewhere, unless he or she gives up the provisional admission
to the country.

Provisional admission can be given on the basis of certain defined conditions, and may
be revoked ¡f those conditions are not met. lt may also cease ¡f the reason for granting
it (that is, the threat of persecut¡on, or the factor preventing removal to a third country)
disappears. ln practice, the duration of provisional admission will depend on the reason
for its grant. lt is said, however, that relatively few cases of revocation are known in
practice. A decision to revoke provisional admission may be appealed to the Federal

12 Family reunìon is only available to provisional admittees if the canton seeks
humanitarian residence rights for the person from the Federal Office: see below {Federal
Government Decree concerning Provisional Admission and the lnternment of Aliens,
25.11.1987, as amended 1 .1 0.1 990)

t3 see note 12 above
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Department of Justice and Police'

2.4 Provisional admission: statist¡cs

ln 1995, a total of 8,603 people were granted provisional admission either during or

after the asylum procedure. Statist¡cs are not available to show the breakdown
between the different grounds for its grant. The figure represented a slight decrease
from 1994, when 9,591 people were provisionally admitted. Before that, 7,328 people

received ¡t ¡n 1993. lt has not been possible to obtain figures for lhe numbers of people

whose provisional admission was renewed or revoked from one year to the next'14

3. PERMISSION TO RESIDE TEMPORARILY ON HUMANITARIAN GROUNDS

3.1 Crite¡ia and rights attached

An applicant cannot specif ically request. ¡ndividual humanitarian permission to reside in
Swilzerland. lt may be available only where an application has been pending for at least
four years without any decision being made. At that stage, the person's canton may
exercise its discretion to grant temporary residence, subject to the consent of the
Federal Aliens Officet5 (as dist¡nct from the Federal Office for Refugees, which decides
asylum applications). Humanitar¡an temporary residence cannot be granted ¡n any
circumstances after an asylum application has been refused.

The c¡rcumstances in which humanitarian residence may be awarded to individual
applicants are broader than the criteria for asylum, or for prov¡sional admission in cases
where removal is not possible or exclusions apply. There is, however, a wide discretion
given to the cantons in determining whether to request it, and to the Federal Off¡ce
for Refugees in deciding on its grant. The grounds considered by both bodies may
include, for instance, the length of the person's stay in Switzerland so far; the strength
or his or her attachments to the country and the commun¡ty; or family considerations,
such as the attendance of children at a Swiss school.

Anecdotal accounts suggest that it has become more difficult ¡n recent years to receive
this form of protection. ln effect, a large proportion of asylum seekers will satisfy the
major eligibilty requirement, because the entire asylum process (including appeals), may
take up to seven or more years. The burden of establishing the requis¡te humanitarian
need, however, is heavy.

The resìdence rìght which may be granted on humanilarian grounds is a'B'status
residence permit to be issued by the relevant canton. This is valid for one year only,
and can be renewed. The holder must reside in the canton which granted residence.
She or he may travel and stay in another canton for up to 3 months, provided she or he
does not seek to work there. lf the person wishes to move to another canton, she or he

1o An approximate figure of 32,O00 has been quoted as the total number of people to
receive provisional admission since the 1 987 governmental decree wh¡ch initiated it. This
est¡mate was mentioned in general discussions between the author and an observer with
a key agency

r5 paragraph 13f , Decree L¡m¡ting the Number of Aliens (6.10.1 986)
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must apply for new perm¡t from that canton, which is also generally available in cases

where the person has work in the new area. A person with a'B'residence permit can

apply for perm¡ssion to work from the local Aliens Police. This will generally allow the
person to engage in any wage-earning wofk or self-em ployment, possibly w¡th certain

restr¡ctions on the sectors in which she or he may operate.

After ten sequential years of residence in Switzerland the person may apply for a

Permanent Residence Permit ('c' permit).16 This will be granted in mosl cases, provided

the person's 'behaviour has not given r¡se to serious complaint'' After receiving this,
the person may work without a work permit and free of restrictions.

The r¡ghts attached to human¡tar¡an residence are more extensive than prov¡s¡onal

admission, but they do not include all of the asylum status entitlements and safeguards
of refugees under the 1951 Convention. Under the terms of a governmental decreerT,

family reunion is available to people awarded a humanitarian permit by their canton,
provided:
- the Federal Office for Refugees is satisfied that return cannot take place in the long
term, and
- the Federal Office for Aliens does not object.
The family members of a humanitar¡an resident receive the same status as the resident'

3.2 Stat¡stics: ¡nd¡v¡dual humanitarian residence

ln 1995, 664 people were granted humanitarian residence in Switzerland. This was
noted by voluntary and other agencies working in the field as a reduct¡on from lhe
previous year, in which 948 received it (1994). ln 1993, the figure had been similar,
with 928 people permitted to stay on humanitarian grounds.

The total number of people who are said to have received humanitarian status s¡nce its
¡ntroduction in the mid-198Os has been estimated at approximately 25,0OOr8.

4. OTHER FORMS OF PROTECTION

. Switzerland has a formal system of admitting 'ouota'refugees who are in certain third
countries and who require resettlement.ls Cases can be submitted for consideration by
UNHCR, by the lnternational Red Cross and Red Crescent, foreign-based Swiss
embassies or non-governmental bod¡es. The decision to accept is made by the Swiss

t6 The person may travel outside Switzerland in the interim, provided she or he
complies with any other applicable restr¡ctions on movement and she or he does not
remain outside the country for more than 6 months. Persons granted full asylum
protection, by contrast, may apply for a permanent residence permit 'C' after only five
successive years of residence.

tt Decree concerning the L¡mitation of the Number of Aliens: 6 October 1986

18 Figure recounted on a very approximate basis in an anecdotal account

's Federal Council decision of 1 4.8.1 991 . This decision author¡ses the Federal Office
to grant asylum to quota refugees under art 22 of the Asylum Law.



government, based on various criteria including the person's prospects of integration,

family circumstances, professional skills, health and grounds of alleged persecution.

The initial quota was fixed at 2,000, to be accepted over a period of 4 years. lt was

filled mainly by people from Somalia staying in Kenyan camps; from lraq (coming out of
lranlan camps), from Turkey and from Bosnia and Croalia, in cases of special medical

need identif ied by the lOM. Since 1994, the quota program has been extended with a

reduced annual intake of 350 per year.

. A spec¡al formal temoorary protection program was initiated for people from the
former Republìc of Yugoslavia and Bosnia-Herzegovina in 1992. The policy was aimed
at giving priority to people in crisis areas and offering protect¡on flexibly in other cases,
targeting In particular those 'for whom no other solution was available but to leave the
area'20. ln relat¡on to those from the former Yugoslavia, provision was made for people

in special 'vulnerable groups', inlcuding draft evaders and deseners, ex-detainees,
children and their accompanying persons, medical patients and war victims.2l ln the
period 1992-94, more than 16,O0O people from these regions received temporary
protection.22

It was indicated in 1996 that the protection arrangements would be reassessed at the
beginning of 1997. Under a recently announced decision of the Swiss Federal Council,
temporary protect¡on will be withdrawn from some of those who have stayed under this
program, notably single people and couples without children. This is effective as of 3O

April 1997. People leaving voluntarily at or before that time will receive a resettlement
grant of sFr4,0o0, which is generous relative to assistance sums given by some other
European states. Those people who do not depart in April will be tolerated for a further
four months, but the financial ass¡stance they receive will be reduced by one-third.

. Certain other groups have been permitted to stay in Switzerland on a temporary bas¡s
from t¡me to t¡me. They ¡nclude ad hoc decisions by the government to prolong the
stay of certa¡n other groups for humanitarian reasons. Since the early 1990s, this has
been applìed to people from Somalia, Turkey, Syria and Angola.23 ln addition, the
Federal Council has at times perm¡tted extensions of residence for groups of seasonal
workers and short stayers, again on an ad hoc basis.2a Further, asylum seekers who are
rejected may be tolerated as de facto refugees, in some cases where their stay is

technically unlawful, but removal is not enforced. lt is not clear what specific
circumstances will lead to such'tolerated'people being allowed to stay. ln total, these
other categories of additional people in Switzerland appear to number around 170O

20 quoted in publication of the Secretariat of the lnter-governmental Consultat¡ons on
Asylum, Refugee and Migration Policies in Europe, North America and Australia ('lGC')
(August 1995)
AuslLaLê 20O

'?' IGC (August 1995) Temporarv Protection 204

" IGC(August 1995)

23 IGC (August 1995) Temporarv Protection 206

24 lGc (August 1 995)

206

200
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each Vear. 25

5, PROPOSED CHANGES

Several significant changes are proposed for the Swiss laws which will affect people

seeking or receiving protection on non-asylum grounds.

Firstly, it is proposed to pass specific laws in the Federal legislature which will place

temporary protection on a statutory basis. To date, all matters relating to temporary
protection under ad hoc categories has been dealt with by governmental decrees or
decisions. lt is anticipated by people working in the field that this change will add to the
certainty and security of these forms of status. The law will make it quite clear,
however, that the grant of temporary proteclion is seen by the state as the exercise of
a sovereign right, and not a response to any specific international obligation.26

Secondly, reforms will be introduced which will affect applications and grants of
provisional admission and temporary prolection. Among other things, it is antic¡pated
that cantons will be expressly obliged to consider whether provisional admission or
human¡tar¡an residence should be granted to a person after he or she is rejected for
asylum. The respect¡ve financial obligations of the cantonal and Federal government
authorit¡es to ma¡ntain asylum seekers and provisional admittees will also be clarified.

ln addit¡on, a new category of humanitarian protect¡on is to be put forward. This,
according to the proposals, would provide a basis for protection for people at risk of
generalised violence in their countries of origin.

It is not clear at this stage when the mooted reforms are likely to become law. At the
beginning of 1997, they were st¡ll being debated in the parliament. Thus it is
anticipated that the new provisions are unlikely to come into effect for some time, and
possibly not u ntil 1998.

6. PROCEDURAL REFORMS: Reduced delays and backlog cuts

Speedier decisions

The Swiss asylum determinat¡on system went through far-reaching reforms in 1991,
designed specifically to speed up the asylum procedure. The changes succeeded in
cutting the time required to reach an in¡tial decision down to 3-4 months, and the
average time to determine an appeal going down to around 6 months. The entire
process, including appeal, thus takes on average less than 12 months. Previously, the
t¡me required had been two to three times greater, and decisions had taken several
years in some cases. Statist¡cs from the Federal Office for Refugees stale that in the
first half of 1996, the average time taken to determine a claim at first instance was
125 calendar days; and that 80% of the claims were determined within 94 days'

25 1995: 1,752 (Schweizerische Flüchtlingshilf e quoted in ECRE (1995) countrv
Reoorts: Switzerland); 1994: 1,359, 1 993l. 1,728 (lGC {19951 Asylum Procedures)

'?6 IGC (August 1995) Temoorary Protection 20O
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Part of the a¡m of the speedy determination process was initially to reduce the ex¡sting
backlog; and following its alleviation, to prevent it growing again. Discussing the then
proposed changes in 1990, the predecessor to the Federal Office noted that 'a qu¡ck

decision in all cases is only possible, when within a year, more claims can be decided

than are newly submitted'.27 This emphasis on output exceeding (or at least equalling)
inflow is reflected in the statistics kept in subsequent years. Figures at the end of
December 1996 recorded that, of claims lodged in the first half of the year, 22.3o/o only
were outstanding,28

Applications

Since the reforms were implemented, the number of applications has dropped
dramatically: from 41,629 in 1991 to 18,OO1 in 1996'?s. Swiss government f¡gures
consider that the drop is directly l¡nked to the reduction in length of the procedure. The
Federal Office for Refugees perceives that Swiss asylum, labour and residence law and
policies are 'known to the majority of foreigners arriving in our country'30. lnformation
about practices and changes ¡s thought to circulate quickly among asylum seekers,
prospective immigrants and agents who arrange passage. The authorities believe that
prospect¡ve applicants now know that the Swiss procedures will be extremely quick;
and are deterred from coming in large numbers as a result. Risks and costs involved in
getting to Switzerland are high; and if a person wilhout a strong claim knows that she
or he is likely to be removed within a matter of months, it will be less worthwhile. ln
the past, it is argued, an applicant could be certain of staying for a considerable time in
Switzerland before being rejected. ln most cases s/he had permission to work. Now,
however, the swift procedures make this less viable or potentially prof¡table.

Publications from the Federal Office for Refugees suggest that much of the 'abuse' of
the asylum system in the past was by 'foreigners in search of work'31. Reform efforts
have sought to minimse 'the attractiveness of Swiss asylum proceedings'to these
people. ln this sense, speedy procedures could certainly defeat the aims of such
'asylum tourists'. For genuine asylum seekers, and people who a¡e seeking protect¡on
on a long-term basis, however, the prospect of a quick decision may not itself be
guaranteed to put them off; in many cases it will still be worth a try.

27 Delegated Officer for Refugee Affairs (predecessor of the Federal Office for
Refugees) publication, August 199O: Asylon 9

28 Thus the implication is that 87.6% of claims made in 1 996 had been dealt w¡th at
least at first instance by the end of the year. All figures are from the Swiss Federal Office
for Refugees, lnformation and Statistics Service bulletin, Jan 1997 (Asylstatistik 1996).

2s The application numbers in the interven¡ng years were: 1992 17,96Ot 1993 24,739¡
1 994 16,1 34; 1 995 17 ,O21: Asvlstatistik '1 996

30 Federal Office for Refugees (Spring 1995)

3r Federal Office for Refugees (Spring 1995ì Asvlum in Switzerland p7

p7
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Output compared w¡th applicat¡ons

The number of decisions taken at first instance has varied over the years. Between
1987 and 1991, the rate of primary decision-making was quite low; the highest
recorded number was 16,379 (1990). ln 1991, with the ¡ntroduct¡on of the new
procedure (and additional staff at pr¡mary level), the number of decisions made went up

to 36,963. lt has gradually gone down since, with around 2O,OO0 decisions being made
in 1995 and 1996. This reduced output has not been a problem, however; because
application numbers have also been lower, it has not increased the backlog of
outstand¡ng claims. Ever since 1992. the number of decisions each year has been
oreater than the new applications made. ln 1992, there were 36,904 decisions
compared to 17,960 claims; in 1993, 29,686 decisions lo 24,739 claims; 1994,
25,121 decisions to 16,134 applications; 1995 19,25o decisions to 17,o21 claims;
and in 1996, 20,71O decisions compared with 18,001 new applications.3?

7. ELEMENTS OF THE 1991 PROCEDURAL REFORMS

The major elements of the reform programme used to speed up the process were:
. an initial sift of cases into four categories;
. administrative resources channelled into decis¡on-m aking; namely more staff

and improved computer systems; and
o effective enforcement of refusals through removal.

Other changes lorming the package were: new border procedures (to require all asylum
applicants arriving at borders to go to a designated entry point or official); a ban on
working for the first three months after application; and the establishment of an
independent appeals body from April 1992, the Asylum Appeals Commission, with
power to reverse first instance decisions,

7.1

A system was introduced to divide asylum applications into four categories, each to be
dealt with under a different process. The four categorles were:
{1 ) inadmissible applications, subject to immediate removal
(2) applications capable of refusal without detailed substant¡ve consideration
(3) grants of asylum or provisional admission w¡thout detailed consideration
(4) applications requiring further investigat¡on.

Requests for asylum may be made at any Swiss embassy abroad; at a border post, or
at a Swiss airport. Swiss border officials are not entitled to refuse entry to any person
claiming asylum. They must instead refer the matter to the Federal Office, which has
power to decide on how to deal with the claim, based on which of the four categories it
f alls into.

The indamissible category includes those from people who cannot show any evidence
of threat whatsoever; or who come from a state in which, in the judgment of the Sw¡ss
Parliament, there is safety from persecution. Other cases in this class include: double
and multiple claims by the same person under false identities; fresh claims from

siÍt

3'z Asvlstatistik 1996: graph 2 and graph 7
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rejected claimants who cannot show new, credible grounds; and those where an

asylum claim is already pending in another state. ln addit¡on, a claimant can be refused
entry to Switzerland if she or he can be returned to a third country which is responsible

under a binding treaty for examining the asylum request' ln inadmissible cases, the
authorities do not 'enter into' substantive cons¡deration of the claim.

Claims capable ol
unfounded'. lmmediate expulsion is possible in exceptional cases only, however,
because appeals against these refusal decisions will usually have suspensive effect'

Parliament can provide for asylum or provisional admission to be granted without
further consideration to certain groups of applicants. This may occur when the situation
in the origin country is such that return cannot reasonably be expected. The Federal
Office noted in August 199O, however that such measures would need to 'be
discussed with other European countr¡es'to prevent overflows of people from those
states into Switzerland. Provisional admission may also be given (l ) if return is legally
impermissible, for example, because it would amount to refoulement or the person
would face article 3 ECHR risk; or (2) removal is practically impossible. (For more detail
concerning the statuses available, see sections 1-6 of this chapter)

Claims requíring furlher examinat¡on are dealt with ¡n the substantive procedure.

7.2 Substant¡veprocedure

Most applications are filed at one of the four main reception centres in Switzerland
(Chiasso, Basel, Geneva and Kreuzingen). At these in¡t¡al recept¡on offices, personal
details, indentity and family circumstances are recorded, and fingerprints and
photographs are taken. This data is used to check whether the claimant has applied
previously under another name, which is a ground for rejecting a claim as inadmissible.
A short prel¡minary 'hearing' is conducted to find out deta¡ls of travel route and brief
deta¡ls of the reasons for the claim. These are recorded on a standard form.

The claimant is then allocated to a canton, which is then responsible for maintaining the
applicant and considering the cla¡m substant¡vely. At the substantive hearing, claimants
must explain the basis of the alleged threat of persecution and other details of theír
history. They may be asked questions about any discrepancies. Documents or other
evidence in support of the claim may be submitted. The Federal Office then examines
the claim, with recourse to'comprehensive documentation'on conditions in countries
of origin. This constantly updated data comprises'an exhaustive media collection,
detailed information on pol¡tical organisations, public figures, local events as well as
comprehensive and detailed information on all facts and circumstances that could be of
¡mportance in the examination of asylum applications'. The Foreign Office can also be
asked to obtain additional information from its own posts abroad or from foreign
embassies in Switzerland. Based on ¡ts assessment, the Federal Office decides whether
to grant or refuse asylum, or to offer provisional admission.

7 .3 Personnel: primary decision-making

ln March 1986, the agency then responsible for dealing with asylum claims employed
153 people. This number was increased steadily over time, until 350 people were
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employed to bring into effect the 1 991 changes.33 At that time it was the 'largest

ottice with¡n the Ministry of Justice and Police'; and its staff numbers have continued

at a high level. upgraded technology introduced as part of the reforms allowed for

sophisiicated examination of f ingerprints to detect double or multiple claims. ln 1994,

apþroximately 4olo of applications were found to be double. An informal exchange of

fingerprint data with Austr¡a was said 1o reveal that people had applied ¡n both

countries in 1O% of cases.3o

7.4 Removal

The swiss Federal office takes the view that 'a fair and just asylum policy is only

possible'if decisions are enforced 'system atically'.3s After rejection, asylum seekers in

switzerland are given a time l¡mit during which they must depart voluntarily. After that,

they will be removed by the Aliens Police, using 'coercive measures' if necessary.
People who refuse to leave may be detained pending removal, up to a maximum of 9
months.

7.5 Costs

Specific costs relating to the determination process alone do not seem to be available.

slatistics released in 1995, however, stated that expenditure at the Federal office for
Refugees in 1994 totalled 825 million Swiss Francs (using an exchange rate of [1 =
SFr2,28l, this equals approximately f361 million). Of this, 85o/o {approx SFr722.5
million) was spent on welfare and support for recognised refugees, provisional
admittees and asylum seekers awaiting decisions (implying process costs of
approximately SFr102.5 million36). The figure in 1995 was approminately SFr812
million, and in 1996, SFr 928 million.

At the end of 1994, the provisional allocation for supoort and welf are for 1995 was
SFr7oO million. This calculation was based on an average benefit cost of SFr15,000 per

year per person (which was still cited as the applicable cost ¡n 1997.Ì

33 Delegated Officer for Refugee Affairs (predecessor of the Federal Office for
Refugees) publication, August 1990: Asvlon 4ff

34 tGC (oct 199b) 243

35 Federal Off ice f or Ref ugees (Spring 1 995) Asylum in Switzerland 1O

36 Working on 11 =2.28 SFr, this equals approximately f45 million to make 25,1 21

decisions. Compare w¡th the asylum determination staff costs in the UK for the same year:

according to the 1 996 IND annual reporl, it cost f6.964 million to make 20,988 decisions.
(NOTE however: the Swiss figure represents the entire cost of the Federal Office for
Refugees, including presumably ¡nfrastructure, equipment, research resources etc; whereas

the UK figure is for staff costs aloneì.
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